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ABSTRACT 

There is now over a half century of histonography regarding tactical air power in 

the Normandy campaign in the Second World War. Within this body of matenal there 

exists two schools of thought; by fiir the largest and most popular is that which argues 

tactical air power was effective, even decisive, in winning the campaign, primarily in 

the role of 'tank-buster'. A more moderate school has attempted to refùte this and 

instead argue that tacticai air power, while effective, was not decisive, and contributed 

to the campaign by producing a negative 'morde effect' on the enemy. In each case 

the focus has been on the provision of air support directly on the battlefield. 

This thesis studies the role of83 Group and its egectiveness in providing support 

to the land carnpaign using a broader perspective that incorporates the study of tactical 

air power both above and beyond the field of battle. It also addresses the assumptions 

ingrained in the histonography and offers a new, balanced appraisal of tactical air 

power in Nonnandy and in the Second World War. 
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Introduction 

The primary purpose of this thesis is to examine the role played by 83 Group of the 

Royal Air Force's 2"d Tactical Air Force in the Battle of Norrnandy, 6 June to 2 1 

August, 1944. To accomplish this purpose it has proven necessary to investigate the 

development of tactical air doctrine in the RAF and to evaluate equipment- 

procurement/development decisions made in the pre-invasion period. The thesis 

therefore makes a contribution to our ünderstanding of the broader history of tacticai 

air power in the Second World War. 

Two very different schools of thought exist regarding the effectiveness of tactical 

air power, and its role in the Normandy carnpaign. The Royal Air Force, its 

proponents and certainiy its pilots, argued strongly and persuasively that their 

contribution had been vitai in the victory, perhaps even decisive. individuai pilots 

wrote mernoirs fiiled with bravado and recounted such heroic acts that their 

cornpelling tales swept the day, solidifjing the image of the tank killing fighter aircraft 

as depicted in Frank Wootton's painting Rocket-firing Typhoons at the Faiaise Gap, 



Normandy, 1944'.' Even cartoons of the time made it clear just how effective these 

'tankbusters' ~ e r e . ~  (Fig. 1,2 & 3) 

*Orb&@ 

"Boys, meet Mr. Jones. He aies a Rocket-Typhoon." 



Dashing heroes abounded and publishers were eager to provide the public with their 

tales of daring do. Group Captain Desmond Scott, a former Typhoon pilot, echoed 

many when he wrote 

if a self propelled gun in a certain grid number was giving trouble we would 
immediately streak down and blow it to pieces. Tanks, guns, mortar positions 
and troop concentrations were attacked in this manner, some very close to our 
own troops. It was the ultimate in close-support operations.3 

His and so many other pilots' claims of destruction were bolstered immensely from on 

high. The commanding officer of the 2* Tactical Air Force, Air Marshal Sir Arthur 

Coningham, in his repon on operations released after the war stated clearly in bold 

lettering that tactical air power had been "decisive" on more than one occasion in 

winning the field of battle." Coningham's knighthood along with his many other 

decorations seemed further proof that what the flyboys said must be right. 

The pervasiveness of this idea is very strong and appears in memoirs of other 

combatants as well. George C. Blackbum, a former gumer with the Canadian artillery 

wrote in his award winning, national best seller The Guns of Nonnandv, published in 

1995, that: 

Surely the Typhoon is proving to be the most effective weapon of all in 
combatting the superiority of the enemy's armour, particularly his irresistible 
Tigers. W~thout the Typhoons, the Allies might never have subdued his 
armoured divisions to the point where a break-out became 

Along with the wide readership one expects from a best seller and award winning book 

The Guns of Normandv has been praised as the finest "first hand account of Canadians 

at war" that "promises to be definitive about wartime soldiering" and that "may well 

contain the greatest Canadian memoirs of World War I I . '~  Surely then this idea must 



be right? One must keep in mind however, that the victon write the history and theû 

version may not necessarily be the most accunite. That said, the defated, the 

Gennans, wholeheartedly supporteci the taies of tactical air power, a battie and even 

war-winning factor.' Less than one week into the campaign Field Marshal Enwi 

Rommel, the general specificaiiy tasked with repeiiing the invasion forces, despaired 

that this would prove impossible: 

Our own operations are rendered extraordinarily difncult and in part impossible 
to carry out [owing to] the exceptionally strong and, in some respects 
overwhelming, superïority of the enemy air force. The enemy has cornplete 
command of the air over the bacde zone and up to about 100 Mometres behind 
the front and ni ts  off by day a h o a  aii trafnc on roads [-] Neither o u  flak nor 
the Luftwaffe seem capable of putting a stop to this cripphg and destructive 
operation of the enemy's aircraft .' 

Almost as if fate dictated it, Rommel was seriously injured a month later when his staff 

car was strafed by fighters of the 2d Tactical Air Force. 

A study produced by the Gennan Air Historical Branch in August of 1944 

considered allied air power the 'decisive factor in the launching of the invasion" and 

chronicled the many ditFcuities the Gemans were enduring because of it. It stated 

that it was vital "to fight the fighter-bombers [-] as these endanger the reinforcements 

and communications of the However the study was not able to offer a 

positive solution. 

Mer the war historians weighed in with their own take on the matter. When they 

did, they voted ovemhehhgiy in favour of tactical air power. Chester Wilmot 's 

Stmade for Eurooe and John Terraine's The Right of the Line claimed that "air 

power was the decisive factor in the Normandy ca~n~aign."'~ Resident historia 



Brereton Greenhous, of the Canadian National Defence Directorate of fiistory, 

concludeci much the sarne. He was carefbi to note however, in a 1975 presentation at 

the International Conference on Military Hiaory held in Washington, D.C., that 

"Airmen - and sometimes, perhaps, air histonans! have tended to attriiute too high a 

proportion of amour destroyed in battle to airpower's own unaided and 

suggested dividing ail clairns by three as a good aarting point. " Nonetheless, the use 

of tacticai air power was still considered highly effective. A Historical Analysis of the 

Effectiveness of Tactical Air Operations Aaainst. and in SUD DO^ of Armored Forces 

was published five years later and claimed to "substantiate the view of many experts 

that this aircraft [Typhoon] was the most efféctive aitank plane in World War IL"'* 

As the data used was almost exclusively based on pilot claims however, the validity of 

this scientific approach is suspect. 

However the histonans said it, it is Hollywood that has forever imrnortalized the 

tank killing prowess of tactical aircraft on film with the hit movie "Saving Private 

Ryan". l3 With the iikes of former pilots, their commanding officers, eminent historians 

and Hollywood to support the claim, the debate on the effectiveness of tactical air 

power in Normandy seems moot. Struggling to be heard amid this cacophony of 

praise however, has remained a persistent if quiet voice that questions the entire notion 

of 'The Day of the  hoon' on'.'" 

Couched under the mundane title 'Operational Research' and studied by a small but 

dedicated group of scientists, the effectiveness of tactical air power was carefirlly 

tabulated, charted, cross referenced and analyzed during and after the war. As 



opposeci to books with wildly evocative m e s  like The Bia Show. Blue Skies, 

Tmhoon Attack or Fiebu&: Hying the T-yphoon in Action, the men of the obscure 

operational research teams produced papers with mhpired if fbnctionai titles such as 

'Report No. 4 1 - Operational Rocket hojecale Tactics' or 'Operational Resufts from 

the GyrO-GUTISight Assessrnent of F h ,  15' June - 7& Jdy, 1944'. l5 Then again, the 

reports of the operational re~archers were not designed to 'sell copies' but to inform 

senior leadership of the performance of weapons on the battlefield so that efféctiveness 

could be ascertaineci and improvem~s uistigated. However, Air Vice-Marstial 

Johnnie Johnson, 2* Tactical Air Force's highest scoring ace, questions even the 

effdveness of that in his book Courage in the Skies. Johnson recounts that der the 

success of halting the Gennan attack at Moriain on August 7, 1944, at the time 

attributed almoa solely to the Tphoon squadrons of Air Marshal Hany Broadhum's 

83 Composite Group, he commenteci that 

we had received a report frorn SoUy Zuckerman [Scientific Adviser to the 
AUied Expeditionary Air Force Bombing Cornmittee] stating that our sixty- 
pound rockets were pretty useless against tanks! l6 

The exclamation mark was an indication of Broadhurst's disbelief as his pilots claimed 

a staggerîng 82 tanks desuoyed and another 47 damageci in just one day. It is cIear 

whom he believed. " Nonetheless, the scientists continueci with their work, using 

empirical data quantifid into reports with charts and graphs iliustrathg their 

conclusions in a sound and reasoned marner. Tirne after time what they found 

indicated that tactical air power and specincally 'tank-busters' couldn't hit the 

broadside of barn door.. . with a barn door. In short, despite what the pilots were 



saying, 'The Day of the Typhoon' was a myth and tacticai air power was a fraud; the 

support the m n y  wanted so despeniteiy on the battlefield was a mirage.. .or was it? 

In light of the ovenvhelrning support for tactical air power as a tank destroyer and 

winner of battles it is not surprising that it took almost four decades for the first agns 

of a serious rebuttal to be mounted that reintroduced the findings of the Operational 

Research teams al1 those years ago. Histonan W .A. Jacobs began with an article in the 

early 1980's that culminated in a chapter in Case Studies in the Development of Close 

Air Suooort published in 1990. Utilizing the wealth of 0 .R matenal Jacobs sought to 

redress the imbalance and suggested that tactical air power piayed a 'signincant ro~e'. '~ 

This idea was strengthened by Terry Copp and Robert Vogel who, working together, 

gave strength to Jacobs' argument that tacticai air power had not done dl that had 

been claimed for it. l9 The momentum grew, dbeit in a more stately and sornber 

fashion than the dominant school of thought, with an article in the early 1990's that 

convincingly 'debunked' the tank killing prowess of tactical air power.m It was 

written by then graduate student tan Gooderson, who soon added to his work and 

produced the first senous and in depth look at tactical air power using O.R. material 

entitled Air Power at the Battlefiont: Allied Close Air Suoport in Europe. 1943 - 1945 

fiom his doctoral di~sertation.~' Gooderson clearly argues that the notion of tank 

killing fighter-bombers is a myth. In its place he claimed the real contribution made by 

tactical air power on the battlefield was the 'morde effect.'* Put simply, even if the 

fighter-bomber couldn't destroy a tank or piil box, it could and did t e m 5  the soldiers 

within thereby degrading their ability to fight. In this way, tactical air power now 



stands resunected as an effective battiefield tool that made its presence felt in a more 

abstract yet aill meaningful way. But is this really the case? Mer having rejected the 

clallns of pilots and instead relied on hard statistical data it seems incongmous to now 

argue something almost impossible to quantify that the 0.R scientists struggled vainly 

with over 6fty years befiore. 

In fact, the historiography for the past halfcentury has focused so tightly on one 

aspect of tactical air power, close air suppoc that it has missed almost completely the 

bigger pichire. The argument of this thesis is that the defensive and protective nature 

of tactical air power, not 'tank-busting' or 'morale effects', was the major contribution 

of 83 Group. Furthemore, the limitations of the aircraft and pilots that flew them 

dictated that an operational doctrine would reflect this. 

This thesis begins at the beginning with an atternpt to understand the evolution of 

ideas about tactical air power and the reasons for the R N ' s  decision to respond to 

army demands by converthg the single-engined, liquid cooled aircraft of Fighter 

Cornmand to a ground support role. The thesis argues that this decision, while 

understandable in terms of the task assigned to the RAF, senously Limited the ability of 

tactical air power to respond directly to the needs of the ground forces. The 

dichotomy of views between the RAF and the army are also exarnined shedding light 

on two very disparate notions of what tactical air power was and how it should be 

used. 

Chapter Two examines the consequemes of the decision to use single engine 

fighters as the primary tactical aircrafl and its impact on doctrine and tactics during the 



months before D-Day when 83 Group was leamhg how to cary out its ground 

support role. The thesis argues that both the heavy casualties and the reports prepared 

by RAF operational research teams demonstrateci that serious problerns in target 

location, accuracy of weapons and survivability against anti-aircraft fire were known 

to exist when fighter-bombers were used in a ground support role. While aware of the 

problems, the RAF had little choice except to deploy these squadrons. Their method 

of employment was designed to minimize the limitations of the fighter-bombers 

without seriously hindering their ability to support the amy on the continent. They 

could not, howwer, support the ground forces in the way the army wanted. 

Chapter Three offers an account of the operations canied out by 83 Group during 

the Normandy campaign and demonstrates that 83 Group concentrated its efforts on 

air superiority, armed reconnaissance/Uiterdiction and intelligence gathering because of 

the many difficulties in providing direct or close support, and because they believed it 

was the superior doctrine. 

The conclusion to the thesis reflects upon these problems and offers a balanced 

assessrnent of the role of 83 Group in the Normandy campaip. Only by studying the 

broader role of tacticai air power can a true estimate of the effectiveness of tactical air 

power be made. This thesis offers a new and more complete understanding of the role 

played by fighter aircraft fkom D-Day to the closing of the Falaise Gap. 

The ramifications of this research however, affects far more than Our understanding 

of Normandy and the Second World War. The current trend in rnilitary operations 

conducted by first world nations and indeed, the United Nations, has been to rely 



extensively, even exclusively, on tactical air power. A detded and clearer 

understanding of the hiaorical role played by tactical air power therefore has obvious 

benefits to air forces that trace their lineage, assumptions, traditions and doctrine to 

operations conducted a half century ago above the fields of Normandy. 
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Chripter One 

At the start of the First World War military heavier than air aviation consisted of 

simple cloth and string machines capable of short duration tlights at low altitude. 

Unarmeci, they were used as Little more than mobile observation platforms. Four yean 

later aircrafl capable of canying machine guns and several bombs, were able to travel 

at previously unimagineci speeds for great distances and at heights that required the 

wearing of oxygen masks. Compared with the attrition of trench warfare the air war, 

while costly, appeared to offer an easier way to wage, and possbly win, war. The 

concept of strategic bornbing began to take shape, the idea being that large mutli- 

engined bombers could deliver massive bomb loads far behind the enemy's fkoa tines 

disrupting the work of its factories and directly attacking the morale of its citizens. 

The bombing of London by Zeppelins created a furor in England and public opinion 

demanded retaliation in kind. Strategic bombing against Gemany thus began in the 

spring of 19 1 7. While initially converted fighten and smdl bombers were used, by 

the end of the war specially built heavy bombers such as the Handley Page 0/100 were 

employed which would have been foliowed by the even more powerfiil VI1 500 had the 

war continued. ' 
By 19 17 the Royal Flying Corps began to study the possibility of assisting the 

ground forces with more than aerial reconnaissance and artillery spotting. Sir Douglas 

Haig argued strongly for all available aircraft to assist directly in the fighting at 

Passchendaele in 191 7 but no purpose-built aircraft existed that could adequately meet 

the demand. In April 19 18 the newly independent Royal Air Force (RN) asked for 



two new fighters, one for aerial combat and one for ground attack, under the 

specifications AF Type I and AF Type II. The Type 1 would eventually become the 

Sopwith Snipe and reached squadrons in September 19 18. The Type U was 

designated the Salamander and it was specifically designeci to address the need for a 

close air support aircrafi. To survive above the baîtlefield the cockpit area was 

protected by 8mm of amour, a trade off of speed for protection. The two forward 

firing Vickers machine guns were set at a depresseci angle below the line of flight to 

better allow for straiing. This meant the pilot had less chance of flying into the ground 

while attacking a target but resulted in a decreased ability to hit air targets. In other 

words, the Salamander had one role and one role only, ground a t t a ~ k . ~  

These modifications had first been tried out in converted Carnels which were sent 

to France for eva~uation.~ Other attempts included the FE2 Bristol fighter equipped 

with s d l  bomb racks on its lower wings4 Despite promising reports, the war was 

over before these aircraft or the Salamander wuld demonstrate their potential. With 

the massive d o m  sizing of the military afler the war and the growing enthusiasm for 

heavy bombers with their promise of obviating the need for h r e  ground wars, 

development of ground attack-aircraft al1 but ceased. 

The concept of strategic bombing continued to gain popularity during the interwar 

period, championed by Italian General, Giulio Douhet and Arnerican General, William 

Mitchell. No govemment was keen to fight another land war of attrition and the idea 

that the heavy bomber could prevent this by t a h g  the war nght to the heart of the 

enemy country made it the main focus of many air forces at this tirne, including that of 

Britain. As one historian has noted: 



On the basis of the aiidence of the Great War, the ahmen argued that any 
friture warfare on land or at sea wodd be doomed to a staiemated battle of 
attrition; the strength of modem defensive techmlogy had made a 
breakthrough vimially impossible. Future warfare shodd therefore develop on 
the principle that victory could be won by leapiag over the enerny anned forces 
and aitacking the centres of industry and of civilian morale on which the 
fighting fronts dtimately dependecl.' 

As a r d t ,  aircraft designed to support land operations were negiected and it wasn't 

until 1927 that the Armstrong Whitworth Atlas, the first air& specifically built for 

such a task since the Sopwith Salamander of 1918, entered service. A fabric skinned 

two seat biplane, the Atlas was far corn ideal. The Atlas was unamoured and 

bctioned for the most part as an observation platform. By December 1934 it had a 

rather odd stablemate in the fom of the Cierva C.30 Autogire, a combination 

heliwpter/aircraft, with six beiag delivered to the School of Anny ~ooperation.~ The 

reason for such meager additions was not hard to find. 

A 1924 RAF Air Staff Planning Cornmittee meeting had made it clear that the 

development of dedicated aîtack aviation, as was occurring in the United States, was 

"qyite unsuiteci to the needs of this country and that it would be impossible to produce 

a d a r  organi7ation without starving far more important branches of the RAF.'" 

The more important branches were those concenieci with the development of long 

range strategic bombers and short range defensive fighters to defend against enemy 

bombers. While beyond the scope of this paper a cursory examination of British 

foreign policy between the wars makes the reason for this abundantly clear. British 

policy focused on not tyhg itselfto a large cornmifment of land forces on the 

continent ever again. The Royd Ai.  Force would therefore not be required to support 



a land army on a large scale and so could focus uistead on the bomber and defenses 

against it. 

In cornparhg policy in America and Italy with developments in Britain a 1935 

report noted that "an air force whose primary function is direct CO-operation with the 

Army in a large scale 'land-forces' war - [was] neither in the role of the Royal Air 

Force in war, nor in its 'imperial police' duties in normal times.'" It was clear that an 

independent RAF had no intention of reverting to an army support role. However, 

hedghg their bets ever so slightly the report's authors concedd that some gesture 

rnust be made: 

It is recornrnended that, although it may not be considered necessary or 
desirable to form an experimental attack squadron, some direction is necessary 
as to the importance to be attached to the occasional employrnent of a 
proportion of squadrons on low flying attacks and the consequent regard to be 
paid to this requirement in training schemes, tactical exercises and development 
of quiPrnent .9 

That this was just a gesture is made clear by another staternent in the report, "the idea 

of armounng aircrafl for use in the RAF has been definitely abandoned and, although it 

is probable that extensive use will be made of low flying attacks against ground targets 

in the fùture, the ordinary seMce types of machines will be used for this work."1° 

Two decades after the Fim World War RAF development of ground attack aircrafl 

and doctrine was stagnant. 

Group Captain John Slessor was one of the few senior air staff personnel intereaed 

in the problems of close air support. But in his book Air Power and &es3 published 

in 1936, he echoed the feelings of the RAF in general that the air force would not 

participate in a land battle except under the moa extreme conditions." An Air Staff 
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paper published in November 1939 and known as the Siessor Memorandwn reafnrmed 

his earlier work ''decrying the use of tactical close It is therefore not 

surprishg that the RAF began the Second World War with the Westland Lysander, 

designeci for reconnaissance and d e r y  spotthg dedicated to direct army support. 

Slow, unarmoured and iightly armed, the Lysander epitomized the MF's view of the 

role of air support for the army on the battie£ie~d-'~ 

By the summer of 1940, with the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) swept from 

the field of battle in France, the RAF and Royal Navy were lefi to take the fight to 

Genriany, and only the RAF had the potential to really do so. in the face of continued 

Gerrnan success and the growing reputation of the Stuka dive bomber in ground 

support roles a new school of thought, one that was at odds with the RAF's main 

strategic initiative, was coalescing. M e r  trials conducted in Northem Ireland in 

September 1940 Colonel J.D. Woodall and Group Captain A. Wann produced a report 

which put forth the then heretical notion of close air support including the creation of 

'tentacles'. Their proposai was that army officers in light cars would be placed with 

front line units and from this fonvard position they would signal back requests for air 

support 'directly to a control centre, where they were monitored by Army and Air 

Force Staff Officers, sitting together."l4 The ramifications were twofold; the aircrd 

would provide close support to the battlefield and two, the dedicated signals 

apparahidprocedure to control such support, later know as Anny Support Signals 

Units (ASSU) would be established. However, acceptance of this new doctrine 

would take years of bitter inter-service fighting as well as trial and error in North 



fica and Itdy before any real attempt was made to incorporate it h o  the plans for a 

retum to the European mainland.' 

By the end of 1940 the lip service paid to army support by the RAF was no longer 

enough. Therefore, on December 1, 1 940 Amy Cooperation Command was created 

under Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt in England. Coming as it did after the post 

mortem on Dunkirk it presented an oppominity for the Arrny and Air Force to work 

together for fuwe operations. Despite the hopefid title ACC was made up ofjust two 

groups, one equipped with 12 squadrons of Lysanders, the other with an 

administrative and training function. However, events were taking place that would 

force the RAF to re-examine its policies on ground suppon. 

The launching of Operation Barbarossa in the nirnrner of 194 1 saw the Luftwaffe 

transfer aimost all of its available fighter squadrons to the east. As a result the 

Luftwaffe was no longer a major threat to England which meant the defensive role of 

Fighter Command with its squadrons of high performance single engine fighters was 

niddenly excessive. In fact, the RAF was the only s e ~ c e  that had the ability to take 

the offensive to the Germans and this factor was to prove crucial in advancing the 

concepts of army air support. In an attempt to assist their newly found Russian allies 

' John Terraine argued in The Rieht of the Line that by 1940-41 the three essential 
elements of close air suppon began to take shape in both England and the Middle 
East. As he defined them they were the need for close working relationships between 
air and ground officers, a dedicated signals apparatus to relay information and the 
mutual understanding that at times the Air Force must be prepared en masse to 
cooperate with the Amy and therefore foregoing, at least for a the,  its desired 
independent role of winning the war through strategic bombing. While it is true that 
al1 three criteria were being developed at this time RAF acceptance was grudging and 
progress, especially in England where 2 TAF was to emerge, was slow.(See Terraine, 
Ri& of the Line, p 352). 



the British ernployed the only offensive tool they had in Europe, the RAF. This 

support took the form of bombing and fighter sweeps over occupied Europe, under a 

variety of code names and configurations, ail with the basic intent ofdrawing 

Luftwaffe reserves to the west and keeping enough pressure on those stiu stationed 

there that they could not be transfmed east. This policy t r d m e d  "to the slender 

Gerrnan defending forces precisely the advantages which Fighter Command had 

enjoyed during the battle of   ri tain."'^ This meant that British piiots shot down were 

invariably capturai while German pilots could retum to their airfields to fight another 

day. Even when it becarne apparent that this strategy was both costly in loss of pilots 

and aircraft and was not achieving its stated aim the program continued and was 

expanded to include anning some Humcane fighters with smail bombs to attack 

targets in occupied ~ u r o ~ e . '  The Hurricane, designed as a fighter-hterceptor, was 

equipped with minimal amour, possessed a lirnited range and was flown by pilots 

unfamliar with bombing. As a result the experirnents were not overly successfùl but 

the idea did not die. This first step in converting fighters to bombers was a case of 

t The losses in experienced leaders was severe as this sample demonstrates: 
G. C. Douglas Bader, 22.5 victories air to air collision over France, 8-9-4 1 POW 
W. C. Robert Tuck, 29 victories, shot down over France by FI& 1-2842 POW 
W. C. Brendan Finucane, 32 victories, shot down over French Coast by FIak, 7-17-42 

KIA 
F.L Donald Momson, 5.3 victories (highest s c o ~ g  RCAF pilot at the tirne) shot 
d o m  by ?? 1 1-8-42 POW 
W.C. Leslie Ford, 6 victories, shot down by Fiak over channel, 6-4-43 KIA 
In addition to the loss of leaders was the high attrition rate in new pilots. One 
particularly tragic example occurred on Iune 2, 1942 when 403 RCAF lost seven pilots 
on one mission. 
(Hess, W.N. The AUied Aces of World War LI and Christopher Shores History of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force.) 
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searching for a new role in relation to strategic concems and was not dictateci by 

battlefield requirements. The birth of the fighter-bomber in the RAF was a 

compromise brought about by unforeseen cuaimstances with far reaching 

consequences. 

It is helpful to digress from the narrathe at this point to examine the dwelopment 

of the weapons systems and tactics these fighters tumed fighter-bombas were 

employing in the early stages of the war. Fighter aircraft design was a constant trade 

off of arms and amour versus speed and maneuverability. The fighters at the 

beginning of the war were, for the most part, capable of great acrobatie feats at high 

rates of speed but were lightly armed. The Supermarine Spitfire was no exception. 

Sleek and graceful, the early mark Spitnres were armed with eight Browning -303 inch 

machine guns, four in each wing. Firing rifle calibre bullets however, the Spiffire's 

destructive power - while adequate against other fighter planes - was of limited value 

against ground targets. Ag& arrnoured fighting vehicles, the -303 was virtually 

useless. The other stalwart of Fighter Command at the time was the Hawker 

Hurricane which was similarly arrned. The Hmicane was an older design and was 

constructed of metai, wood and fabric components unlike the virtually al1 metal 

Spitfire and the new Hawker Typhoon. The Humcane' the backbone of the RAF in 

the Battle of Britain, was already considered obsolete. 

The Hawker Aircraft Company's Typhoon fighter-intercepter, onginally intended 

to challenge the supremacy of the Superniarine Spitfïre7 performed poorly at altitudes 

above 20,000 feet and was ultimately wmrerted to a fighter bomber role. Its 

exceptional handihg qualities below 20,000 feet combined with its rugged 



construction, its abüïty to carry large exterd weapom loads and heavy wing 

armament, and the fkct that no aircrafl in pf~duction in Britain was designeci for 

ground attack, meant that the Typhoon was consigned to thisf As with the Hmicane 

before it, the conversion of the fighter to bomber was not a perfect mmiage. 

Equipped with an inline, liquid cwled engine and with only minimal armour 

protection, the Typhoon, despite its rugged construction, was vulnerable to £ire from 

below.%s fact was stated c l e a .  by AOC in C Fighter Command at a May 1943 

meeting just pnor to the creation of 2 TAF. Leigh-Mdory argued that additional 

armour was required to protect both pilot and vital cornponents for aircraft engaged in 

ground attack missions. l6 He aiso stated thaî: 

the best type of aircrafk for low flyiog attack was the radial engined fighter, 
where darnage to the engine still left reasonable prospects of getting home, as 
opposed to the liquid cooled agine, where damage to the cooling syaem was 
fatal. wopefiilly] - a fighter of this type [ d l  eventuaily becume available." 

For the RAF, no such fighter was to materialue and the fui1 import of these factors 

became startlingly clear during the Normandy campaign. UnWre the Gennan Henschel 

' This U not to say that other aircraft weren't tned in the ground attack role. Perhaps 
the most notable of these was the twin engine Westland Whirlwind, entering service in 
June 1940. Origuially designed as a long range escort fighter the Whirfwind proved 
inadequate and was converted to a figbter-bomber by attaching bomb racks to its 
wings. However, due to its poor engine performance and hi& landing speed the 
Whirlwind was deemed unsuitable again and production ceased in December 1941 - 
Gunston. World War II British Aircraft, p60. 
The Typhoon carrieci amour plate in three areas '?O protect the pilot, oil tank and 

fuel pipes in the fuselage." (The Hawker Typhoon in Aeroplane, Feb. 1 1, 1944) The 
coolant system was unarmoufed and remained the Achilles heel of this aircraft. 
Additional armour plating was added later in the war gMng more protection in the 
cockpit and radiator. As the Typhoon was sa tasked as both fighter and bomber 
however, the weight of the armour added had to be minimal so as not to seriously 
degrade the aircraft's aerobatic characteristics. 



129 or Russian il-2 Stormovik, which were specificaily designeci for ground attack and 

as a result were both heavily armoured against ground fire, the Typhoon was and 

remaineci a hi& performance fighter. 

As offensive sweeps over the continent continued, the Air Ministry released a 

report on the requirements for aircraft attacking armoured fighting vehicles. German 

tank development spurred by experience on the Russian front resulted in ever 

irnproving armoured fighting vehicles that far outstrîpped the best armour the Western 

allies had. The need, therefore, for other means of combatting German armour were 

voiced by the army and the RAF responded with its current surplus weapon, the 

fighter. It was therefore argued that "the 'tank buster' should be fast, light on the 

controls and maneuverable. It should be armed with 20mrn or greater calibre guns and 

armoured against tire fiom the ground and debris thrown up by the fighter's own 

sheW'" The report ais0 concluded that the sight line for the guns "should be 

depressed 2" to the line of flight at best attacking speed"lg The irony is, of course, 

that these and other lessons had already been learned by 19 17 and incorporated into 

new aircrafl design at the time. However, no aircraft in the RAF possessed the 

combination of attributes describeci and equally important, no pilot desired a modified 

gun sight or other changes, that would impair his ability in air to air combat. Fighter 

pilot reticence in embracing the ground attack role was understandable. The Air 

Ministry itseif noted that "ground attack bears little relation to air fightingY'? The 

negative reaction of fighter pilots to this new role became a morale problem as it was 

noted that 'the assignment of fighter umts to a fighter-bomber role struck a heavy 

blow to the self-esteem ofthose pilots first assigneci to such duties.'"' 



With the anti-amour role now added to the repertoire of the fighter a suitable 

weapon was required to make this f i b l e .  As it was clear that the Browning -303 

was i d c i e n t  armament for taking on annoured fighting vehicles (AFV's), trials 

were conducteci on alternative weapons, focusing on bombs and rocket projectiIes. 

The problems were myriad. Equipping a fighter aircraft with either bombs or rockets 

meant attaching racks or rails under the wings, designhg a new, stronger wing to take 

the increased load, adding additional w i ~ g  in the aircrafl to deploy the weapons and 

training ground crew and pilots on how to maintain and use them. Only then could the 

focus tum to accuracy, delivering the weapon on target. Trials and operational data 

combined with statistical estimates revealed a troubling theme, one that was to plague 

close air support throughout Worid War II; hitting a s m d  target in a fast flying 

aircrafl was close to impossible. The results of early trials summarized in the 

following table indicate the scope of the problem. 

Nurnber of Bombs to Cive an Even Chance of  Eitting 
a Standard Point Target of Aree 150 sq. ft" 

Heigh t of 
Release (fi.) 
50 
100 
250 
500 
1,000 
2,000 
5,000 
10,000 
(Table 1.1 ) 

Intense 
400 
700 
2,000 
2,000 
4,000 
6,000 
1 0,000 
50,000 

The conclusion reached as the data accumuiated was that the only way to hit small 

targets was to drop a large number of bombs. Even then chances of success were 



slim. A report written d e r  the Dieppe raid cornmenteci that estimates of bombing 

errors, such as those Iisted in the table above, were considered optimistic, in other 

words, operational data indicated aiming errors were greater even than training 

exercises ~ u ~ ~ e s t e d . ~  

Why was the task of ground support so difficult to accomplish? The method of 

ground attack fighter pilots used in World War 11 can be broken down into three basic 

types. Strafing was performed by low level attack which rneant flying toward the 

target at heights as low as 10 feet above the ground and firing for as long as possible 

before pulling up. Such strafing attacks improved accuracy and were effective against 

trucks and other soit skinned vehicles but were only suitable in flat, open country. For 

the firing of rockets and dropping of bombs a shallow dive attack was employed, 

commencing at a medium altitude upwards of a few thousand feet and finally pulling 

up at just a few hundred feet above the target. As in a low level attack the accuracy of 

a shallow dive attack was very good with the benefit of the pilot having an easier time 

in identeng  his target. The third type was a steep diving attack which began £?om f u  

greater heights and due to increase speed in the dive required a pull out fùrther away 

Rom the target, in excess of 500 feet. The accuracy of these types of attack with 

fighter aircraft was very poor and while arafing, rocketing or bombing could be 

employed in this rnanner, none were effkcîive except for a very few skilled pilots.24 A 

fourth attack type did exist in the form of a vertical dive attack, but it was considered 

"entirely impracticable under operational  condition^."^ What becomes Unmediately 

clear is that al1 forms of ground attack, required extremely low flying to have any 

chance of success. In addition to putting the pilot at risk of hitting the ground the 



danger fÎom Li@ and medium flak at low lwels was thus increased. In aircraft that 

provideci only minimAl amour protection against ground fire the engine d &ors 

were thus exposed to criticai damage by even one piece of shrapnel. It was b m i n g  

clear that this new and sudden SM in the operatiord use of fighter ; r i r d  was to 

di h m  the lack of a clearly definecl concept of close air support doctrine and 

requisite development of aircraft to provide it. 

Side View of S M -  ~ t t a c k ~  (Fig. 1.1) 
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Side View of Rocket Projectile ~ttack*  (Fig. 1.2) 

Side View of Dive Bombing ~ t t a c k ~  (Fig. 1.3) 
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The amiing offiwer a i r d  with bombs was not a new idea in World War Two. 

In fact very little had changeci since the first bomb racks had been fitted to bi-plane 

fighters in the First World Wa.. Built and designed with speed and maneuverability in 

mind the British fighters of the day exhibited smooth, streamliried exterion for minimal 

drag. Placinp bomb racks and bombs under the wings detraned fiom the perfofmance 

of the fighter, making it less cornpetitive in air-to-air combat. The aghg Hurricane 

was deemed suitable as it was already considered obsolete in direct air-to- air combat 

with the Luftwaffe's fighters and required fighter escort of its own. Fighter Comrnand 

Tactical Memorandum No. 13 circulated in August 194 1 stipulateci the type of bomb 

and tactics to be empfoyed against specific targets. The standard bomb used by the 

'Hurribomber' was the 250ib General Purpose (GP) bomb. The method by which this 

bomb was to be dropped, however, was less than standard. In a low-level attack pilots 

were told to sight dong the nose oftheir aircrafl then release the bomb when the 

target was "'a nose length ahead of the aircrafLYyB ln diving attacks pilots were uistead 

instnicted to sight 'Uong the top of the engine cowlings" and release the bomb(s) at 

the appropriate tirne? Crucial in a pilot's dculations was the N i e  set on the bombs 

hse. Despite the report's endorsement oflow level bombing attacks the attached 

appendk noted that bombs fiized for instant explosion should be dropped fkom no 

lower than 1,000 feet." Oniy with a delayed fuze which the report gives as 1 1 

seconds can lower level attacks be @ormeci safely.32 The danger to aircraft and pilot 

from the bomb blast was signïfïcant, especiaiiy to small single engine fighters designed 

for a very different banlefield. 



Rocket ~nstallition" (Fig. 1 -4) 

The alternative to bombs was the rocket projectile, consisting of an explosive 

warhead mounted on the end of a thin cylinder with fins, the interior of which was 

packed with a solid fbel that propeiled the rocket forward as it bumed. Trials of 

rocket projectiles began with the fitting of a 3 inch amour piercing warhead, weighing 

251bs, on Hurricane fighters. The low initial velocity of the rocket at 340 fi. per 

second and the quite substantial gravity drop meant that a standardized attack method 

was crucial if targets were to be bit." Low level and shallow dive attacks wxe 

considered suitable for the rockets. The 3-inch rocket did not attain its maximum 

velocity of 1,850 ft per second until it had traveled over 2,000 feet. This meant that to 

optimize armour penetration the rockets had to be fied fiom at least 650 yards away 

fkom the target, but with longer ranges came hcreased aiming errors. Cleariy, 

something had to be done. Trials were wnducted using a 2-inch hoiiow charge rocket 
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which it was hoped would have the same hitting power as the 3 in but weigh only a 

third as much. This would allow the rocket to be fired at close range thereby 

increasing accuracy as the hollow charge did not reiy on velocity to penetrate armour 

Wce the amour piercing shot3' 

Other trials used a faster buming propellant in the 3 inch rocket body to increase its 

initial release velocity thereby closing the range at which it could be fired. Since early 

estimates caiculated that average aiming errors of 17.2 feet line (lefi or right of target) 

and 8.0 feet height (above or below target or in front or behind target) were to be 

expected, and considering that AP and Hollow Charge weapons require direct contact 

to have any effect, the early development of the rocket projectile did not look 

promising. 36 

Further triais? conducted in 1943, offered more signs that modified fighter aircrafl 

and fighter pilots were less than ideal for ground attack duties. Practice runs at 

Leysdown Air range suggested that rocket projectiles averaged a 45.5% chance of 

k i n g  a target versus 50% with the 40mm cannon. While an improvement over 

earlier trials, these statistics were based solely on training missions against stationary 

targets with no retum fire. A new, heavier warhead was also tried with the rocket 

projectile. At 601bs the explosive charge was devastating against iocomotives but far 

less effective against concrete gun emplacements." Other trials held at Shoeburyness 

on 25 February 1943, involved severai weapons types against a stationary locomotive 

on track. The results of the trial were that the RP 601b war head was considered the 

"ideal means of inflicting alrnost irreparable damage to a locomotive". 38 It was also 

felt that the morale effect of the heavier rocket projectile made it a more potent 



weapon as "it can be seen in Bight and bears some resemblance to a flame thrower- 

cm-rocket, which makes a most starthg noise, resulting in a very uncornfortable 

~l imart . '~~ Once again, however, the problem of accuracy was downplayed and other 

factors such as the morale effect came to the fore. A memo dated 1 August 1943 

circulated by HQ Fighter Command noted that as the RP was not a "precision 

weapon", it should be used only against large targets." 

As trials with new weapons and tactics proceeded, the fight over whether the RAF 

should even engage in such activities continued apace. Despite the new policy of 

attacking ground targets there was Little improvement in the development of a 

complimentary doctrine. Group Captain John Slessor, now comrnanding No. 5 

Group, Bomber Command, reiterated the thesis of his earlier book in a paper that said, 

in part: 

There has been too much tendency in al1 these battles for the Army to turn 
around and ask the Air Force to do what it should be doing itself It is not the 
job of the Air Force to stop deployed tanks. That is the job of the anti-tank 
weapon on the ground, of the sapper with his tank traps and mines, of the 
properly trained infant ryman... The job of the Air Force is to make it 
impossible for the tank to go on owing to a shortage of fuel, food and 
ammunition. In other words, 1 do not believe in close support at di except in 
the rare occasion when you have to throw in everything to avert a disaster (and 
that disaster should not threaten, if you have used your air properly from the 
beginning) or, of course to tum a retreat into a r ~ u t . ~ '  

With attitudes like these it should be no surprise that Army Cooperation was deemed a 

misuse of effort on the part of the RAF. Not expressed however was the simple fact 

that the RAF couldn't do the job even if it wanted to which it most certainly didn't. 

Chief of the Air Staff, Sir Charles Portal, was a fim believer in the concept of strategic 

bombing and an opponent of directing resources to other tasks. RAF production had 
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focused on heavy bombers and fighters with iittie to no tirne spent on aîtack air&. 

A 1942 paper by the Air Staffconcluded that through the efforts of Bomber Command 

Germany and "her a d e s  would have been reduced to a point where effective 

resistance to an allied re-entry on the Continent would no longer be possible - long 

before the end of 1944"." It further stated that with '?he highest priority and 

sufficient energy - devoted to the development of a coordimted day and night bomber 

offensive - the war cm certainly be won in 1944, and possibly in 1943? It is hardly 

surprising then that RAF support for the development of a ground attack doctrine and 

aircraft to conduct it was low on the priority list. 

This attitude was reflected just as strongly within Fighter Command, the 

organization that now found itself in the business of ground attack. In 1943 Wmg 

Commander E.M. Donaldson wrote a handbook on air combat for the United States 

Amy Air Force (USAAF) and in it stressed the order of priority in which fighters 

1. Home Defence. 
2. The offensive sweep patrols over enemy country. 
3. The maintenance of air superiority . . . 
4. Escort for bombers. 
5. Ground strafingu 

Prîonties one through four were aimed at air to air combat clearly indicating what the 

RAF thought was the proper use of fighter aircrafi. Conside~g that the Humcane, 

Spittïre and Typhoon had been designed with those pnonties in rnind the W ' s  

reluctance to expand army CO-operation is understandable. 



Despite this attitude Fighter Cornmand did what was previousiy unthinkable and in 

the January 1942 articulateci a desire to work with the army in providing air support. 

Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, AOCinC Fighter Command, sent out a memo h 

January that said "it is essential that a much closer liaison should be established 

between the two services than generally exists at present" and instructed that trainhg 

in Amy support duties should be undertaken, when possible, by dl fighter 

squadrons.'" Needess to say the army wncurred and a directive released by the 

Chiefs of Staff in the spMg of 1942 strongiy urged that "Amy and RAF. formations 

work closely together in battle with the fuilest knowledge of each others possibilities, 

limitations and p r ~ c e d u r e . ' ~  However, in acknowledging that M F  units were 

involved in active operations, the directive conceded restrictions on aircraft 

participation in joint exercises, instead stressing that '%Il use will therefore be made of 

exercises without troops and aircraft, to study the technique of A m y  Air ~ u ~ ~ o r t " . "  

Such an accommodation allowed Douglas' successor, Leigh-Mallory, to pursue closer 

cooperation with the army on Fighter Command's own tems. This growing interest 

in supplying fighter squadrons to train with the Anny did not result in any sigruficant 

increase in the resources allotteci to Army Cooperation Command. lnstead Fighter 

Command as a whole was to pursue this new strategy and thereby remain intact and 

independent. This new development did not go unnoticed and the AOC-in-C of ACC, 

Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt, cornplaineci that things were becoming "a little 

complicated" with Fighter Comrnand now punuhg a role in ground support as wel~." 

Several months later the Army Liaison Officer with Fighter Command echoed this 

sentiment, commenting that both Fighter Command and Army Co-operation 



Conmiand were "carrying out research almost independedy with resultant waste of 

effort and wnfiision."lY This could not continue for long. 

Along with weapon trials, srperiments were carried out to determine the best fonn 

o f w k  is now known as C3 - w m d ,  control and m d c a t i o n  - for air& 

flyuig support missions. Ln May 1942 trials were held to @ove the response time of 

fighters to calls fiom AASC and study the best way to provide the support. As weii, 

Atmy Cooperation Tac R aircraft using VHF and HF radios were ~orn~ared.~' It was 

found %at Mustang aircra€t especiaily equipped with W gave reports more clearly 

and at greater distances than the Tomahawk aircraft equipped with the type No. 19 HF 

set .'JI" In this way it was envîsioned that the Mustang could, afler over-flying its 

target a r a  immediately gaui altitude and broadcast its report thereby speediig up the 

collection of intelligence. Another triai with VHF was the placing of a pack set in a 

vehicle with a tentacle so that pilots could be briefed on theu way to the target. The 

trials showed that pilots could not find the tentacles and the pack set was not suitable 

for the job as it lacked power and range due to its small size." Despite the problems 

progress was being made towards some fonn of cwperation between the two 

services. 

For its part the Army continueci to press for aircrafl to suppon land operations. 

The Imperia1 General Staff Nculated a papa in Iune 1942 calling for no less than 109 

squadrons to support ground forces, noting that "'Army Co-operation has been the 

** 
By this time Army Cooperation Command included both P-40 Tomahawk and 

Mustang I fighter aûcraft. Neither a i r d  was considered top he, the P-40 bemg 
basicaily obsolete in NW Europe before it &ved and the Mustang, in its original 



Chderella branch of the M, and the Amy's effort's to get proper air support in 

reconnaissance, bombing and fighter cover has never had a f& deal.7"3 ln the f d  of 

1942 a detailed report was d e n  by the Scientific Adviser to the Amy Council at the 

request of the Director of Air, War Office7 regarding Army requirements for air 

support on the battldeld. The Amy view was that to date, including the First World 

8 
War, "the M F ,  in spite of many attempts, have never achieved decisive results by 

attacking rear areas of the enemy7s amùes" and noted that the rasons for this were: 

(a) Such attacks cannot prevent movement by night. 
(b) Much protection against an attack is now achieved by proper dispersion. 
(c) Vital installations will always be strongly protected by A.A. fire. 
(d) The further behind the enemy's front we ask our bombers to go, the greater 

wiU be the chances of their interception by enemy fighters? 

Instead, the Army argued that air support mua be concentrated "at the decisive point 

to achieve çuccess", that being the front lined5 The RAF view begged to dfler. 

Their stance was that leading up to a battle the role of air support was in "bombing of 

enemy supply lines and bases" and that only for the few days before a battle and the 

immediate battle itself would air support be '%haineci to the battle area", a less than 

positive a~sessment.~~ Once the battle had moved to a break-out phase air support 

wodd once again revert to attacks far away from the front lines. The RAF also 

insisted that "the long range heavy bomber force is not suitable for use by day in close 

support roies"." The RAF report argued that the apparent disagreement between the 

two parties was not as great as it appeared. Al1 were in agreement that if methods 

could be devised to allow air support to operate closely with fonvard troops, close air 

configuration with an Allison engine, was relegated to Army Coop Comrnand due to 

3 5 



support codd become a decisive factor. The problem of identiwg and hining small 

targets fiom the air was, however, considerd diflicult if not insoluble." 

The creation of the Second Tactical Air Force appears at first glace to represent a 

massive shifl in RAF policy. Previously, the RAF had distanceci itself fiom the ground 

war, willing only to tolerate the existence of the rather ineffectual Army Cooperation 

Command. But by the summer of 1943 the Germans had d e r e d  their worst d e h t  of 

the war to date at Stalingrad, the Desert war had been won, and the Western Allies 

could begin to seriously consider a retum to the continent. Within that context 2 TAF 

seemed a genuine step towards greater AirIArmy cooperation. However, appearmces 

were deceiving. At the Chefs of StaE meeting held on 1 1 May , 1943, it was 

confirmed that, with the creation of the Second Tactical Air Force, the Amy 

Cooperation Cornmand would case to exist on 1 lune, 1 943. It was also noted that 

the large rnajority of the headquarters staff for 2 TAF would corne fiom ACC.'~ On 

the surface the elimination of the Army Cooperation Command made little sense as it 

had been in existence since 1940 and was specifically tasked with what the RAF were 

now findy embracing in a much grander way. Five days later a rather spurious logic 

was offered: 

Amy Co-operation Commanc! was formed in December 1940 to organize, 
experiment and train in ail forms of land/air CO-operation - the main purpose 
for which Army Co-operation Cornmand was created has now been fulfilled. It 
is now necessary to pass from the phase of development to the phase of action 
and to adapt the organization of the Metropolitan Air Force to suit.60 

its barely adequate performance. 
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Coming as it did in May of 1943 with no r d  prospect of supporting land forces across 

the charnel until the summer of 1944, a year away, it was a stretch to term 2 T M  'the 

phase of action'. For that matter, to state that the purpose of ACC had been fulfilled, 

with the implication that Arrny Air woperation was now an ingrained, weU understood 

and well executed fùnction understood by both the army and air force was, to put it 

mildly, an exaggeration. It is evident that the EUF were unwilling to see Fighter 

Command gutted with the b d k  of its squadrons transferred to the ACC and instead 

gave the command that had saved Britain a new role that would guarantee its future. 

To be fair to the RAF though, one must wnsider the state of events by the summer 

of 1943. The RAF had, to an extent the other seNices had net? taken the offensive to 

the heart of Germany almost single-handily, and suffered appaliing losses in doing so. 

While the Army was engaged in North Afnca it was understood by al1 concemed that 

the Western desert was a side show. The American heavy bombing campaign that was 

to gamer so much publicity later was in its infancy at this point, which meant the only 

substantial offensive weapon the western Allies could use to as& their ally to the east 

was the RAF. It is therefore not surprising that the M F  fought and succeeded in 

setting the terrns for a tacîical air force that acknowledged their contribution to the 

war effort. At the same time it was reaiized that both the men and machines for this 

new organization would have to corne h m  "existing static Commands and to a very 

large extent from Fighter ~ o m m a n d . ' ~ '  The conclusion reached was that "it appean 

difficult to deny the Air Force the right to select what they wnsider to be the rnost 

suitable static organization on which to build the supporting RAF ~rganization. '~~ For 

its part the Army was not about to cornplain because f i e r  a long and difficult stmggle 
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it was M y  getting a large air force dedicated to serving its inmediate needs on the 

battlefteld, aithough to what extent remaineci to be seen. 

Armw Air 
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With the creation of this new air force £iom Fighter Command a new doctrine was 

required. The result was Army Air Training Instruction No. 1 published in July 1943. 

Prepared under the joint direction of both the army and the air force the initial doctrine 

nonetheless perpetuated the aiready entrenched opinions of the two services on the 

way air support could best assist ground forces. The cover for the Anny Air Training 

hstruction pamphlet was illustrated with a sketch that seemingly portmyed the ideal 

situation of close air support. Iust yards away from a British soldiq bomb-laden 

Humcane fighters sweep down and, as evidenced by the smoke and explosion, destroy 

the ground target in front of hun. The sky in the hunediate vicinity is clear and no fiak 

or enemy fighter defences are evident. Aiso conspicuous by their absence are the 

heavy and medium bombas of Bomber Command. Inside the pamphlet the writas 

attempted to rnake that ideal a reality. 

First, centralized control by the RAF was confirmed as being the right rnethod. 

The rationale for centralized control was the ability to bnng the full weight of the air 

support to bear on one 'decisive point': 

Flexibility is the primary characteristic of any air force and its commander will 
be unable to exploit this, to the full, unless he  has centralized control of the 
available air forces. Dispersion of air resources and sub-allotment to 
subordinate formations are generally detrimental to successful results? 

Air resources, the RAF argued, must not be treated as a mere support arm of the 

Aimy in the way that artillery was. The new doctrine also stressed that after the 

prunaiy mission of gainhg air supenority had been attained, tactical air forces would 

focus on 'Indirect Support', ranging far behind enemy lines attacking al1 rnanner of 

targets that would eventually, though not immediately effect the land battle. Therein 
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lies the paradox The A m y  was wüiing to accept centralked control ift megnt air 

power could be delivered to the banlefield where it was needed most, directly in h n t  

of advancùig troops, exactly as depided on the cover of the document. The RAF 

however, argued that direct/close support was difficult and not the best use of air 

power. Under the heading 'Suitability of Targets7 the EUIF made it clear where th& 

nipport would be placed: 

Generaily speaking, the more concentrated the target, the easier it is to attack 
it effectively. Since the enemy dispersion wiil be greater nearer the fiont he, 
the majority oftargets will be found in the rear of the battle area." 

In addition, targets close to the fiont üne were imrariably within d e r y  range and the 

Instruction pamphlet stated that it was 'important that aircraft are not used when other 

support, such as axîillery, is sutncient for the purpose."66 it was also noted that to 

assign fighters to direct support meant drawing them away ''£tom their main role" of 

gaining and maintainhg air s ~ ~ e r i o r i t ~ . ~ '  Factoring in the srnail but important clause 

that complete air superiority was "impossible7' it appears clear that the new doctrine 

provided the RAF with a vimial carte blanche to condud operations as it saw fit while 

the Amy was lefl with a hollow document that gave littie ifany coocrete assurances of 

direct support to its forces.-68 This should not be interpreted as a sweeping 

condernnation of the RAF. By ensuring they maintainecl control, the RAF beiieved 

they could best assist in waging and winning the war. One rnight consider it a form of  

what is euphemistically d l e d  'tough love'; the RAF would support the army but not 

necessarily in the manner the army thought it needed. In the case of applying air 

power against the enerny, the RAF believed it knew wbat was best and with the 



somewhat naïve agreement ofthe anny, were successfiil in creating a doctrine that 

reflected this. 

The pamphlet also claimed that the tactical air forces could provide a positive 

morde effect by shooting down enemy aircrafi within sight of allied troops." While it 

is true that in the First World War air battles above the trenches were avidly watched 

by the soldiers below, it should be remembered that the aircraft flew at speeds of as 

little as 40 - 50 miles per hour at vimially tree top level making identification of the 

colourfully painted aircrafi easy. That aerial combats of World War Two conducted 

by fighters in aircraft capable of speeds of 400 miles per hour with service ceilings in 

excess of 30,000 feet would offer any morale effect to the troops below seems 

uncertain at best. The RAF knew this; Wing Commander Donaldson's handbook for 

the USAAF stated clearly that "Nowadays very few combats are ever fought at 

altitudes of less than 17,000 feet - so it is essential - that as much practice as possible 

should take place at operational altitudes - that is above 17,000 feet."" What did 

have a positive morale effect on fonvard troops, as we shall see, was witnessing 

f'riendly aircrafl attacking enerny positions immediately in front of them, just as the 

cover illustrated. 

Historians concerned with writing a logical narrative would (and have) linked the 

creation of the Second Tactical Air Force in the sumrner of 1943 with the hition of 

years of triai and error in developing a sound, workable air support doctrine. It is 

useful to remember however, that events do not necessarily comply with good literary 

style. The reality was that a large portion of Fighter Command had a new name, an 

untested doctrine and no army in the field to support. RAF acquiescence to a doctrine 
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that purporteci to support the land forces seemed to meet the needs of the army. 

However, in accepting this new role the RAF maintaineci that it alone knew how best 

to apply air support, something the army was w i h g  to concede. Without an army 

engaged in land operations in North West Europe to test this new tacit understandimg, 

however, the RAF preference for indirect support over close support was adopte. by 

default. Trials of new weapons and tactics support this stance as accuracy remained 

the central challenge facing the provision of air support to the battlefield. W~thout it, 

air support remained a weapon best employed away fiom, not near, the battlefield. 

Within this context the Second Tactical Air Force began operations with the 

knowledge that in less than one year's time this new doctrine would be put to the test 

in North West Europe. 
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Chapter Two 

By 1943 the Allied military commanders agreed that in order for a r e t m  to the 

continent to succeed four pre-conditions must exist. They were air superionty, control 

of the English Channel, evidence that Allied deception had convinceci the Germans that 

the Pas de Calais, not Normandy, was the real target, and ability to isolate the 

battlefield, or at least delay reuiforcements through air power. Of these, two clearly 

fell within the puMew of air power. The fïrst, air supenorïty, appeared to have been 

achieved far quicker than had been imagined but the level of resources required to 

maintain it was still vast. Nonetheless, with a decreased Luftwaffe presence within 

range of the aircraft of Fighter Command, other roles could be allocated to the 

squadrons in an atternpt to isolate the battlefield and support the ground forces. In the 

summer of 1943,these requirements resulted in the creation of the Second Tactical Air 

Force. 

Unfortunately, the developmem of aircrai?, weaponry and doctrine for ground 

support operations undenvent linle fûrther advancement in the year after the formation 

of the Second Tactical Air Force in June, 1943. Indeed, 2 TAF continued to train and 

deploy squadrons for missions over France and the low countries which emphasized 

air-to-air combat and attacks upon readily identifiable ground targets. Although it was 

known that in less than one year's tirne 2 TAF would be involved in supporting land 

operations on the continent, the dichotomy of views between the army and the air 

force regarding how this support could best be provideci meant the Normandy 

campaign would begin with much still lefi to lem. 



Although the overdl air plan for the r e m  to the continent was not officidy 

hculated until 15 Apd 1944, the first of its four phases had already been achieved by 

the time of its publication. In essence, phase one was 40 win air superiority, to 

dimpt enemy communications, to provide air reconnaissance of the Assault are% and 

to attack enemy Naval  orc ces"' As we shd see, the two moa cntical parts of phase 

one, the need to "attain and maintain an air situation whereby the G.A.F. is rendered 

incapable of effective interference with AUied operations" and to "provide contbuous 

reconnaissance of the enerny's dispositions and movements7', were for the most part 

extremely successfLL2 However, with this success came a dilemma for 2 TAF. The 

lack of a serious Luftwaffe threat meant that most of 2 TAF squadrons, equipped with 

high performance fighters designed for air-to-air combat such as the Spitfire and 

Typhoon, were in search of other missions. As Chapter One demonstrated, this 

dilemma was not new, yet it was to continue to prove difficutt to address. 

When the production of dedicated ground attack aircraft was rejected by the RAF 

in the intenvar period, aircraft production naturally focused on two main types, the 

single engine fighter and multi-engine bombers. Policy dictated that existing airmafi 

types be 'multi-purpose' and so the fighter became the fighter-bomber. However, it 

was evident that the 'chief weakness in the fighter-bomber [lay] in the direction of 

design 1-1 orïginating fiom the eariier conceptions of the defensive intercePtor."-' The 

result was that, by the surnmer of 1943, when it was clear that a more specitic aircraft 

design that included such attributes as increased amour and an air to ground sighting 

mechanism would have been advantageous in the diredclose support role, it was too 



late. In fact, the successor to the Typhoon, the Tempesi, was already in production; it 

too was designed as a high altitude inter~eptor.~ 

The decisions of the intemivar period had now come home to roost, resultïng in the 

main component of 2 TAF being the single engine fighter. Air superiority virtually 

guaranteed that allied ground forces could deploy with little dismption nom the 

Luftwaffe, It also rneant that the German command structure would be unable to 

benefit from aerial reconnaissance of allied forces and that air support provided to the 

ground forces could proceed free nom any serious air-to-air threat. On the other 

hand, as the majority of the aircraft employed were fighters, their Nitability in the 

ground attack role was lirnited due to their high speed, vulnerability to ground fire, and 

poor accuracy; moreover, they were tlown by pilots trained and indoctrinated in air-to- 

air combat. 

Recent studies on tactical air power, perhaps in an attempt to distance themselves 

£kom early works, have al1 but ignored the contribution of air niperiority. Nonetheless, 

such studies have still praised the work of the tactical air forces by focusing on the 

'morale efFect'. Impossible to quanti@ except in quite specific case studies, the 

contribution of taaical air power has now shifted from 'destroyer' to that of 

'ter~orizer'. A tmer representation would be that of 'protector'. Just as Gemany 

wnsidered an invasion of England impossible without air superiority so too did the 

Allies in their planning for a retum to the continent. Once ashore in France the landed 

forces would rely almoa exclusively on sea transportai supplies and reinforcements, 

which would remain highly wherable to disruption by air attack without 



overwhehhg air power for protection. Allied troops on the ground would benefit 

too from such protection, dlowing the movement of troops and supplies once ashore 

to proceed relatively h d e r e d .  When compared to the disuption and 'morale 

effect7 histonans now attnbute to tactical air power on German ground operations it 

seem clear that any other situation would have had serious consequences on AUied 

land operations. That this did not occur is perhaps the single most important accolade 

that can be given to tactical air power. 

The unpublished history of 2 TAF noted that the RAF "regarded the re-entry into 

Europe as an operation requùig an intensification of effort rather than the opening of 

a new campaign."' As such, RAF determination to maintain control of 2 TAF seems 

quite sensible. However, it also ensured that army-air cooperation wouid for the year 

leading up to the invasion of France, remain weak. The EbW strongly believed that its 

single most imponant contribution to supporting ground forces was air niperiority. 

The tool for that mission was the fighter. In the summer of 1943, with less than a year 

before the invasion, little tune was left to mate  a whoiiy new air force designed for 

tactical use in conjunction with land operations. This should not be surprising. The 

Luftwaffe, with its focus on BIitzkrieg and dive bombers, epitomized by the Stuka, had 

been a tactical air force unable to make the switch to strategic one. It is not 

surprising then that 2 TAF operations continued Wtually identical to those conducted 

by Fighter Command before it, namely, offensive fighter sweeps and ground attacks 

against targets of opportunity. At the same the ,  squadrons formeriy with Army 



Cooperation Command, now equipped with the Mustang 5 continueci recormaissance 

flights over the continent. 

Despite the s e h g  coritinuity of operations signiscant changes were taking place 

with the formation of 2 TAF. Perhaps the most important was the move towards 

mobility. Ground crew f o d y  attached to a specifk squadron now fowid themueives 

joined to a specific Airfield, ready to service any squadron that might land there.6 This 

greatly enhanced the ability to place squadrons where ever they might be needed on 

short notice without having to move the quite considerable ground support with it. As 

well, more Airfields were set up in southern England with troops h g  under canvas, 

a precursor to conditions soon to be found m Normandy, reflecting the need to keep 

airfields as close to the battiefiont a9 possible. 

Command of the new composite air force was given to Air Marshal Arthur 

Coningham, former commander of the Western Desert Air Force. On the surface 

Coningham seemecî the perfect choice. Both he and Air Marshai Tedder had worked 

well with Generai Bernard Law Montgomery in the desert creating a tactical air force 

that cooperated well with the Amy. However, England was not the desert. 

Montgomery was now not only the commander of 2 1 Amy Group, but also the land 

forces commander for the invasion. Due to its distance 6om the command nexus in 

England and the view of rnany, certaidy incluchg the RAF, that it was secondary in 

importance to the overall war effort agauist Gennany, the North Afncan carnpaign was 

not srpical. 



Coningham's stmng views on the importance of providiig air support to the army 

were at odds with kW policy. While they could be tolerated in the desert with the 

relatively few squadrons involved, the situation Ui England was far different. So too 

was the relationship between Coningham and Montgomery. By November 1943 the 

air forces cornand structure for the invasion was settieci with the creation of the 

Allied Expeditionas, Air Force, commanded by Air Chief Marshal Sir TraEord Leigh 

Mallory. That same month Fighter Command officially ceased operations and the 

squadrons that had not been transferred to 2 TAF were renamed Air Defence of Great 

Britain. In 2 TAF, 83 Composite Group was to be lead by Air Vice Marshal Harry 

Broadhurst, who had taken over command of the WDAF after Coningham. 83 Group 

was originally tasked with supporting 1' Canadian Army but instead becarne attached 

to British 2& Army. 84 Composite Group was commanded by Air Vice Marshal L.O. 

Brown and would support II Canadian Army in France. 2 Group, composed of light 

and medium bombers, was to be commanded by Air Vice Marshal B. Embry and was 

not attached to a specific amy.' 

In a move to simplify the command stnicture Coningham was also narned 

commander Advanced AEAF, which theoretically put him at par with Montgomery as 

commander of the allied ground forces and 2 1 Amy Group. However, personatity 

codicts between the two, in part due to Coningham's anger over Montgomery taking 

the credit for the desert victory while ignoring the contribution of the air force, and in 

part to Montgomery's refùsal to view Coningham as an equal, hindered closer ties 

between the two forces8 While it is mie t h  nich animosities in no way affected the 



abiiity of a pilot to hit a ground target, the lack of closer cooperation ensureci that on 

D-Day there was stiU much to be done for the land and air forces to cooperate to their 

full potential.9 

One of the hurtfil aspects of this lack of good will as fi as the army was 

concemed was reflected in the training of pilots prior to the invasion. eilot training for 

fighter a i r d  slated to perform ground attack missions continued to be &st and 

forernost in air-to-air combat techniques. The training syllabus for the Typhoon pilot 

made it clear that " a  ground attack pilot's aim is - to shoot down and destroy enemy 

aircraft".10 This is not surprising as the RAF had consistently maintained that its 

biggest contribution to land operations would be in the 'gaining and maintaining' of air 

supenority. However, in practical tems this meant that the designated ground attack 

component of 83 Group, the Typhoon, was being flown by pilots receiving as little as 

18 hours in ground attack instruction. A scant 2 hours was allocated to 'pin-pointing', 

the ability to locate a target on the ground, with expected results. Major trials 

conducted in 1943, including attacks on up to a full division of simulated German 

artillery, were abysmal failures. Even with the precise six-figure coordinat es, pilots 

had great dificulty in finding the guns, never mind attacking them accurately." 

Another ramification of the lack of cooperation between the main personalities was 

limited combined training of air and ground forces in working together on the 

battlefield. The RAF were involved in active operations so the amount of tirne and 

nurnber of squadrons available for such training were by necessity limiteci. '* When 

training sorties were authorized, they most ofien involved small numbers of aircrafl 



engaged in 'LOW Level Attacks' against the allied forces they wouid later be in 

support of; hardly the type of cooperatiou the army de~ired.'~ A better working 

relationship between the two main commanders would no doubt have irnproved what 

training there was, but again it is important not to overernphasiie the importance of 

personality conflict. 

Exercise/Operation STARKEY, conducted in October 1943, is a perfect exarnple 

of the difficult relationship between the army and the air force. The reason for the split 

designation was that while the air force would in fact conduct real operations over 

France, consisting of offensive fighter sweeps, the army could only simulate an 

amphibious assault on the French Coast. The result was less than spectacular. 2 1 

Army Group complained that the current system would not be "satisfactory in the 

event of invasion operations." '' It was dso observed that single engine fighter 

aircraft were less vulnerable to ground fire at medium altitudes than when flying at 

ground level. By January 1944 results fiom the Anzio assault were to emphasie this 

already obvious dilemma; "unless aircraft fly low and press home their attacks to close 

range retums are ~rnall."'~ Training and operational data were painting a grim picture 

indeed for the prospects of direct/close air support. 

Mer  STARKEY a senes of suggestions was made to improve direct/close air 

support. Arnong them was that the physical separation of the Air and Ground 

commands had to be overcome if they were to work effectively. In arguing for a 

centralied system to better exert control, the report accedes that it could work only 

"if communications and the rnachinery are extremely efficient, and the necessary 



standards can oniy be reached by constant practice."'6 The relationship however, 

between the army and the air force, soon to becorne polarized between Montgomery 

and Coningham, ensureci that such measures were dificuit to implement. 

While the working relationship between the army and the air force remaineci cool, 

weapons development proceeded at a rapid pace. The rocket projectile made its 

operational debut in June 1943 and with it a series of attacks against the rail network 

in France were undertaken. A study conducted just before 2 TAF becarne operational 

attempted to detecmine the accuracy of both bombs and Rocket Projectiles as used by 

fighter aircraft against small targets, especially bridges. The results were 

disappointing. For 777 bombs dropped only 6 to 8 hit their target or approximately 

1% while of 1,844 rockets fired between 40 and 82 hit theu target for a success rate of 

2% to 4%. " While the RP. appeared slightly more accurate, the destructive power of 

a single warhead was fa.  less than that of a single bomb. Later studies of R. P. attacks 

against targets in the Pas de Calais area found that pilots were using less than optimum 

tactics when finng their rockets. '* Yet another sîudy made on attacks carried out in 

April 1944 noted why difficulties in accuracy persisted: 

In order to hit a mal1 target with RP, the pilot must be at the right height and 
dive angle, have the correct speed, have his sight on the target and the right 
angular depression on his si& make the correct wind dowances and be fiee 
fiom skid or 'g'; but in addition he must pull out the nght amount for the rîght 
tirne. l9 

The effect of flak on accuracy was clearly pegged as the biggest contributing 

factor, with the intensity correlating directly with increased inaccuracy. Facing no flak 

pilots were releasing thek weapons below 5,000 feet but with intense flak this distance 



sky-rocketed in some cases to over 1 1,000 feet." Clearly pilots were wary of ûak, 

and with good reason. A report written by the Operational Research Section attacheci 

to Fighter CommandZ TAF stated that of the 1,072 sorties flown between January 

and July 1943 90 aircrafl were lost.*l 89% of the Casualties were due to flak, with 

only around 5% being caused by enemy fighten? in retum, four enemy aircraft were 

destroyed, over 338 locomotives darnaged to varying degrees, and there were 

numerous successful attacks on Motor Transport and bargesz3 

The three main single engine fighter aircraft of 83 Group, the Mustang, Spitfire and 

Typhoon, al1 used liquid cooled engines with radiators positioned on the underside of 

the airfiame. A puncture in the cooting systern was therefore more serious, and made 

more likely because of its location - with ofien terminal results. The problem was so 

severe in the Typhoon that a smdl gauge was instailed in the cockpit to warn the pilot 

that his engine was about to seize." Pnor to its installation pilots had no indication 

they were losing coolant until the engine stopped, an dmost fatal occurrence if they 

were in a dive or at low altitude. By cornparison, the United States Army Air Force's 

P-47 Thunderbolt 'îvith its big air cooled [radiai] engine and heavy protective armour, 

has show itself outstanding in its capacity to wop punches at close range, get away 

with it and corne back for more."= 

The British built fighters of 83 Group, dong with inappropriate engines and 

insufficient armour, also suffered from a lack of range. This was inevitable in that "the 

chief weakness in the fighter-bomber lies in the direction of design originating nom the 

earlier conceptions of the defensive intercepter type". 26 Added to this was the lack of 



a suitable bomWrocket si@ for aimllig. It is no wonder that the British p s t  war 

reqmrt on au support in North West Europe "suggested tbat the army is directly 

interested in fuhire air force production poIicy as it afficts the fighter-bomber."n 

However, it was too late to begin production ofa more suitable ground attack fighter 

even ifthe RAF had wanted one, and there is no evidence that they did. Extensive 

triais were undertaken to develop the best possible tactics to ensure accurate deiiwery 

of bomb and rockets, but the conclusion reached was that "conditions of those trials 

are, however, very different fiom operationai conditions, so that r d t s  are of 

somewhat liaiited value in deciding the best operational ta~tics.'"~ Pilot inaccuracy 

caused by evasive action or the releasing ofweapons too far fiom the target remained 

a cornmon occurrence throughout the Second WorId War. 

The attacks against occupied France and the Low Countries continueci. Despite 

the Mations of both aircraft and tactics successes were achieved. Perhaps the 

greatest offensive contribution 83 Group made in the period prior to D-Day was the 

disruption of enemy communications in and a r m d  the invasion area of Nomandy. 

This was best achieved by the interdiction of rail tranic. A repon released by HQ 2 

TAF on September 12, 1943 noted the increased defensive measures king taken by 

the Gemans to guard rail trfic, and characterized it as iliustrating "grave conceni" 

on the part of the German High ~ornmand." Locomotives were king modified with 

steel plate and concrete as weii as the addition of anti-aird wagons to trains aiî in an 

attempt to withstand the constant air a~sault.~' These developments were properly 

understood to reflect the gro- main being placed on the rail network s e ~ c i n g  the 



Gennan Army, and the added dmin of having to take extraordimq meaSUTes to deai 

with it. The fighters and fighter-bombas of 83 Group were taking their toü, but in a 

role far diierent from the closeldirect support envisioned by the army. 

Reconnaissance flights throughout the pre-DDay phase grew to represent a crucial 

element in the overall planning for Neptune, not the least ofwhich was the 

photographing "of the whole invasion Pilots flying specially wnverted 

Mustangs and Spitfires equipped with p o w d  cameras provided a wealth of 

intelligence information for rnilitary planners. Their photographs included potential 

d e l d  sites, coastai batteries, beach defences and al1 imumerable rnilitary targets3* 

Such flights helped to confirm information gathered fiorn the Ultra decrypts, as well as 

fil1 in the many blanks. It is difficult to imagine how the Allies could have launched an 

amphibious assault against the continent without the preliminary work done by photo 

reconnaissance units such as those in 83 Group. 

By January 1944 the spectre of V weapons had corne to the fore. Discovered the 

previous autumn, the threat posed by these sites added impetus to the arming of 

Typhoon fighters with bombs and rockets in an attempt to nuIl@ thern. Codenamed 

'Noballs', the VI and V2 sites and their ancillary facilities came under increasing 

attack by the fighter-bombers almost to the exclusion of other targgets." During this 

period squadrons would be pulled out of the line at the rate of one or two at a t h e  for 

short periods to undertake fùrther training at Amiament Practice ~ a m ~ s . ' ~  As weU, 

during the early months of 1944 squadrons engaged in some joint training with the 

Army and undertook conversion training as squadrons equipped with older aircraft, 



such as the Hurricane W and Spitnre V, replaced their mounts with Typhoon 1Bs and 

Spitfire M k  IX~." h addition, a full six Spitare squadrons exchanged their aircrafk for 

Mustang 111s (RAF name for Amexican P-5 1 B and C models) for reconnaissance 

duties. Howwer, other training tasks were also undertaken which, while taking up 

valuable time, did little to irnprove diredclose air support techniques. The most 

notable was the conversion training of Spittire pilots to towing and piloting Hotspur 

gliders. Thomas Koch, a Spitfire pilot with RCAF 401 Squadron, amassed almoa 14 

houn in 33 trips flying and towing Hotspur gliders, and he was not a ~ o n e . ~ ~  AN three 

squadrons of 126 Wing, 83 Group, 40 1,4 1 1 and 4 12, received this type of training, 

with many 40 1 pilots acting as instructors. That pilots would be involved in this type 

of training in the preceding months before D-Day demonstrates the degree of air 

superionty attained in the Normandy area. This was due in large part to the massive 

strategic bombing attacks escortai by long range fighters against Gemany, that forced 

the Luftwaffe into the air in defence. It also gives one more indication of how limited 

a commitment there was to the direct ground support role, a tacit acknowledgment 

that the RAF would not and could not deliver the kind of close support the army 

wanted. 

To illustrate how fiir Fighter Command (now divided between 2TAF and Air 

Defence of Great Britain ( ADGB J ) had come since the Battle of Britain, the Spiffire, 

that thoroughbred of Scheinder Racing Cup fiune that tumed back the Blitz in 

wheeling aerial combats over London, was equipped with bomb racks and sent on dive 

bombing missions in the months leading up to the invasion. A Fighter Command 



instructional paper to Spitfire pilots clearly indicated fighter pilot sensibilities on the 

matter: "'as time goes on in this war we have been finding that fighter aircrafl have 

been subjected to aii sorts of queer roled3' Wmg Commander Hugh God&.oy, 

leading 127 Wing of 83 Group was one of those pilots who embarked on this new 

adventure. In his book Luch 13, written after the war, Godefioy noted that: 

this technique of dive bombing was extrernely inaccurate. - The target was to 
be approached at eight thousand feet. When it was opposite the wing tip, the 
aircraft was to be tumed and dived at an angle of sixty degrees holding the 
bead of the gun-sight on the target. At three thousand feet a graduai puii-out 
was to be executed and on the count of three, the bomb dropped. - The bomb 
should not be released in the dive, oniy in the pd-out, lest it should hit the 
prop and blow you ail to heWd8 

The sixty degree mark had to be guessed at and as the Spitfire lacked dive brakes 

the speed of the dive created a lag in the aitheter and blurred the needle as it whirled 

around, so much so that it was impossible to detect when the 3,000 foot mark had 

been rea~hed. )~  On a mission over France, Godefroy led his squadron against a flak 

battery and scored a direct hit eliciting the cry of "Sheer unadulterateci bullshit Iuck, 

Skipper!" tiom a fellow pilot. Godefroy7s silence signded his agreementu 

A report written in March examining the training and operational effectiveness of 

fighter-bombers over severai months articulated what pilots already knew and previous 

trials had proven: 

In view of the considerable effect that fiak has upon operationai tactics, it is 
clear that non-operational training is of only iimited value for teaching pilots 
how to anack heavily defended targets. It is suggested, therefore, that a certain 
amount of operational training should be undertaken4' 



The report also made note of the importance of using cine-gun film when any attack is 

made, whether in training or operations, as it dlowed for later examimition of the 

attack to assess success or Mure and to show where the pilot codd improve his 

technique." Another point brought out in the report highlighting the difficulty 

incurred by pilots being retrained fiom one role to another: 

Training methods should emphasize the necessity of releasing the RPs in a 
smooth dive, to ensure that the 'pull-out technique' as used for dive bombing is 
not employai with RPs. Release of RP weapons duMg the pull-out will cause 
the shooting to be very inaccurate? 

Some £@ter pilots, first trained in air-to-air combat, then retrained in dive bombing 

tactics, were put on course to use rocket projectiles. The rapidity of the transition 

coupled with the stress of combat resulted in pilots reverting to older, more familiar 

tactics, resdting in poor performance. As noted above, the report called for the 

increased use of cine-gun film in order to evaiuate attacks and correct mistakes. 

However, due to problems in installing these cameras in Typhoons, the vast majority 

of their rocket and bombing attacks went unwitnessed and, therefore, mistakes went 

uncorrectedu 

W.A. Bishop became a fighter pilot as his famous father had before him, in World 

War One. Unlike his father, the younger Bishop found more and more of his targets 

on the ground, not in the air. Prior to the invasion Bishop noted that he and his 

squadron mates received "Wo weeks training for dive bombing - and it was fhe until 

we got over there. When you came in to attack, ail this flak was flying at you. It was 

different from the practice nins and nobody enjoyed it rn~ch"'~ His larnent at now 



attacking mostly "ground targets" was understandable. Flying a Spitfire such as the 

M k  [X a pilot had at his comrol one of the finest air-to-air combat airma of the war. 

It was the Mk. iX that had regaineci suprernacy for the RAF a f k  the Fw 190 had 

appeared and proven itself superior to the Spitnre Mk V. As Bishop put it, %e didn't 

feel like we should be doing dive bombing missions. We felt like we should be looking 

for the ~uftwa£Eie.'* 

Considering the weight of the family narne, the younger Bishop may have had 

reason to grouse at being denied the chance to shoot down enemy fighters, but the 

simple fact of the matter was the Luftwaffe had been ail but cleared from the sky dong 

the Coast of France. The pend  of February 20' through the 25' , which came to be 

known as 'Big Week', marked the last major air-to-air battles between the Luftwaffe 

and the allied air forces, specifically the US 8& Air Force. As part of a new phase of 

Operation P O i N T B L m  American heavy bombers began an offensive against 

German aircraft production centres. The Luftwaffe sent up large numbers of aircrafl 

to meet the Amencan bombers with their escort of long-range fighters, and suffered 

grievous losses. For the month of February alone 287 German fighten were lost to the 

guns of the US 8" Air   or ce." in fact, 'Big Week' marked not the height of Gennan 

losses but the beginning of devastating losses from which Gennany had no hope of 

recovery. The chart below (Table 2.1) indicates the seriousness of the darnage done 

to the LuRwafEe fighter corps in the months leading up to the invasion, and explains 

why the fighters of 83 Group were in search of new missions in addition to air-to-air 

combat. 



CMun Fighter Larsa Jan- - June 1944 Western h n t U  (Table 2.1) 

As trials and operations wae fiown testing varîous air- weapons and tactics, a 

parailei development was behg pursued that was as equaiîy important to the success 

of the concept of Amy co-operation and direçt/close air support. Falling under the 

mrlitary nomenclature 'command and control', 2 TAF strugB1ed with a new 

component that had been absent from its fighter ddence of the British Mes. While 

fighters were vectored onto enemy aircd formations througb the use of radar in the 

Banle of Britain, no such technology &ed to tra~k ground f o d o a s .  As long as 

the army remained in Engiand this was of little wnsequence to 83 Group flying over 

enemy territory, t>ecause wiùi no ground forces to cooperate with, it couid fly as it 

pleased. However, plmers rPalized this situation would change drasticaüy once 

grouod forces were dore. The need to coordinate air and gnwid actions wouid 



become of p a t e r  importance. indeeâ, the creation of 2 TAF was based on the idea 

of close cooperation between the two forces, each supporthg the other. In Itaiy this 

was emphasized by naming the air cornponent the XII Air Support Command. Back in 

England, however, Fighter Command may have changed names, but it was not about 

to become a mere supporting ann of the army, as demonstrateci by the dissolution of 

Army Co-operation Command. In fact, not until January 1 944 did the RAF accept 

some fonn of control of its aircraft fkom ground forces: 

In view of the evidence obtained during the present campaign in ITALY - it 
has been agreed in consultation with Headquarters Second Tacticai Air Force 
that the principle of visual control of aircrafl corn forward battle areas should 
be accepted." 

This was to be an extension of the Group Control Centre and ASSU. It was therefore 

decided that with the agreement of HQ Allied Expeditionary Air Force "trials wiU be 

arranged with the object of determining the exact equipment and personnel which will 

The value of experience gained in Italy for the Normandy campaign should not be 

overlooked. The idea that 2 TAF, and therefore 83 Group was a reflection of lessons 

learned in North Afnca is ody partly correct. Far more pertinent information was 

derived from combat experience in Italy, which came closer to approxirnating the 

terrain and conditions of Normandy than the North African desert ever could. The 

Italian experience reinforced the view that fighter-bombers should be "used in the 

enemy 's back areas, beyond the range of our a~tiller~.'~~' 

there may be rare occasions, in terrain approximating to that of the North 
Anican desert, when lack of cover enables fighter-bombers to take advantage 
of targets of oppominity in the enemy's forward areas - but as a general mie 



they should not be d against p n  positions, Jtrong points or fighting 
troops on the battlefieId wbich can be engagcd by a r t ü l e ~ y . ~ ~  (my 
emphasis) 

As a result of this combat experience Allied HQ Mediterranean cautioned that "calls 

for close battlefield support by fighter-bombers should be reduced to the absolute 

minimum" in order that the air asset can be kept in reserve und sent en masse to 

attack the enemy's rear areas tbereby isolating the battlefie~d.~~ This operational 

experience cleariy confirmeci what the RAF had been arguing ail dong: air support 

was best employed fiu behind the enemy's lines. 

The month of March signified the beginning of the secondaiy or preparatory phase 

of the overall air plan. This entaileci continued attacks against rail communications, 

V 1 and V2 sites, German airfields in the Normandy area, coastal batteries and naval 

 installation^.'^ Attacks against radar stations were to begin in May just one mont h 

before the invasion so that there would be insufficient time to repair the installations. 

April marked the beginning of pre-invasion attacks, and targets previously 

restricted from attack were now authorized. For the fighter-bombers of 83 Group this 

meant bridge busting. In a letter to Portai in April 1944, Slessor commented on the 

suitability of the bndge as a target for medium and fighter-bombers: "1 hope the value 

of the bndge as an objective in attack on communications is thoroughly realized by the 

Tactical Air Forces in U.K. - it is something rather new since Tedder's day out here.'"5 

As we have seen the lessons of the Itaiian campaign were making their way through to 

England, but it is also clear that 83 Group was discovenng for itselfwhat targets could 



be hit accurately. A report written in May questioned the Sutability of the bridge 

after studying data from several attacks: 

A 50 per cent zone of 400 yards is not too unsuitable for area targets; but 
hopeless for the small targets that are so vital in amy support work. Many 
hundreds of sorties would be necessary to make sure of hitting a bridge when 
the scatter is so large. Instead, something like LOO yards is needed, to keep the 
sorties down to a reasonable nurnber. Even thén there must not be too few if it 
is an important target. This accuracy is obtainable by good pilots, both in dive 
bombing and in level bombing with the right sight; but à needs more practice 
than we have had.. . 56 

A report at so Iate a date signaling the inability of pilots to hit small targets would have 

been shocking to the A m y  but the AEAF continued to promise its support on the 

battlefield and Montgomery either blithely accepted this, or was cognizant of the 

difficulties but determined to proceed regardless. It is hard to understand the gulf 

between the air and ground forces as memoranda continued to circulate noting such 

difficulties. 

The May 1944 draft report on Army Air Co-operation for the upcoming carnpaign 

in Normandy was quite cfear: 'The proper fiuiction of bombers of ail classes is to 

prevent or interfere with movernent of reserves, fuel, ammunition, rations, and warlike 

stores generally."57 The report dso aated that in the assault phase cLclose battlefield 

support by fighter-bombers should be reduced to absolute essential minimum, so that 

they rnay be concentrated at the critical time againa enemy movement where it is 

important - in his Unmediate back areas where reserves and supplies may be expected 

to rn~ve.'"~ Written in this way the RAF Uidicated that it could best serve the Army 

by pursuing its own battle plan - one that would not directly assist the Amy, 



somethùig it had consistently argued since the end the k s t  World War. Instead of 

admitting to the Anny that it was unable to assist it as the army desued, the RW 

instead argued that interdiction was a more usefÙ1 role than direct/cIose air support. 

By May additional targets were attacked by the fighter-bombas of 83 Group 

including radar stations dong the wast and airfields in and around Normandy as well 

as increased attention given to roihg stock and locomotives. The radar sites proved 

both difficult to hit and heavily defended by tlak emplacements, r d t i n g  in heavy 

losses to fighter-bombas. Additional targets were railway key points and road 

communications, coastal batteries, airfields in active use and 'CROSSBOW' targets, 

V 1 launch sites and affiliateci fa~illities.'~ At the meeting when these targets were 

select ed, intelligence reports were discussed indicating 'no general move of German 

fighters from GERMANY to the West has taken p ~ a c e ' ~  The invasion was just days 

away and Ultra had c o d h e d  what fighter sweeps had been indicating for months, the 

Luftwaffe was no longer believed to be a serious threat . In light of this information, 

one should consider the makeup of 83 Group. The vast majority of its squadrons were 

made up of air superiority fighters. With the need for maintaining air supenority 

reduced, the preponderance of fighters trained primady in escort duty makes it clear 

why the RAF focused on tactics away from the banlefield. in short, 83 Group was 

equipped and prepared to support the army in a land campaign on the continent 

through the 'gaining and maintenance of air nipremacy'. Fiowing logically from that 

initial policy came the deployment of fighters and fighter-bombers to armed 

reco~aissance and interdiction missions behind German Iines, in an attempt to isolate 



the battlefield and destroy and/or disnipt the supply and reinforcement of German 

front line positions. 

Seemingly oblivious to the RAFs inability and unwillingness to offer the kind of 

close support the army desireci, General Montgomery proceeded apace, al1 the while 

extolling the virtues of close relations. In a memorandum Montgomery sent to his 

senior ground cornmanders (Dempsey, Crerar, Bradley and Patton) in May 1944 he 

rather belatedy noted that "there is a definte gulf in England between the armies and 

their suppomng air force." As a way of improving this situatioq Montgomery 

suggested that they "get to know each other, and get that understanding of each 

other's problems which will be the fum foundation of mutual confidence and t u t  

when we begin fighting.'*' Montgomery went on to list a series of points he felt were 

crucial to the endeavour. Perhaps most critical was that 'the two HQ, Army and Air, 

must be side by side, or adjacent." Uncharacteri~ticalIy~ Montgomery included the 

following statement: 

I feel very strongiy on the whole matter, and I know that we can achieve no 
real success uniess each Army and its accompanying Air Force can weld itseif 
into one entity. There is much to be done and not too much time in which to 
do it. We mua not merely pay lip s e ~ c e  to a principle we must put into 
practice the actual methods that will achieve ~ c c e s s . ~ *  

In fact Montgomery himself had made sure that such a close working relationship did 

not develop in his refusal to meet with Coningham and insisted on dealing directly with 

Leigh-Mallory. One must keep in min4 however, that even if the various cornmanders 

involved had developed a close working relationship the basic problems of close air 



support would remain - finding and hitting a target in a fast rnoWig single seat fighter 

designed for air-to-air not air to ground combat. 

AAer almost one yea. of existence, 83 Group prepared to embark on a new and 

refativeiy untested mission, the support of ground forces engaged in land operations on 

the continent. The success of the basion was far f?om the certainty now perceived 

over haifa century later. The vulnerability of AUied forces, first in the English Channel 

and then on the beaches, was deemed severe, and consequently the role to be played 

by 83 Group was. It was to this tasiq the protection of the invasion forces, that the 

tactical air force now tumeci its fidi attention in the third act of the Overail Air Plan, 

the Assault phase, D-Day. 
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Four years after their ignominious rdreat Rom the European continent the AUies 

prepared to retum in what would be the greatest amphibious invasion in history. 

Many things had changed in the intervening years to make an invasion possible. The 

British and Canadian amies were now joined by that of the United States and the buk  

of the Gennan forces were enmeshed in the war with the Soviets. Numerically, the 

M e s  enjoyed a sizable advantage on land and sea and an overwhelrning one in the air. 

By the summer of 1944 Germany was on the defensive in every theatre of war and the 

prospect of an Ailied victory that year, whether on the eastem or western fiont, was 

considered, albeit quietly. However, for the western Mies the first of many hurdles in 

the path toward that goal was the successfùl crossing of the English Channel and 

capture of a beachhead on the continent. Just as Gennan planners had concluded 

before them, Allied comrnanders considered air superiority crucial if the assault was to 

have a chance of succeeding. One major component in ensuring that goal was the 

creation of 83 Composite Group within the Second Tactical Air Force in the summer 

of 1943. 

Composed almost exclusively of high performance single engine fighters, 83 Group 

was to provide air support to the ground forces in both defensive and offensive roles. 

The first and foremoa among these was the 'gaining and maintenance of air 

superiority' over the battle area. As this thesis has shown that goal had largely been 

achieved by the summer of 1944, yet as D-Day approached the need to ensure that this 

hard-won supenority was not squandered meant a high percentage of sorties were still 



tasked with air supremacy; the tempting target about to cross the charnel made this 

irnperative. 

In this chapter the conduct of operations in the Normandy campaign wiii be 

examined. This refers to the period of D-Day through to the closing of the Falaise 

Gap. Thus far this thesis has exarnined the development of a tactical air power 

doctrine in the British military in North West Europe and the efforts expended in 

developing the men and machines to implement its use. On June 6, 1944, those 

efforts were put to the ultimate test as the combined western allied amies came ashore 

in Normandy and engaged the Ceman army in combat. Ranging above and beyond 

the battlefiont the fighters and fighter-bombers of 83 Composite Group strove to 

make the contest as uneven as possible. 

Two potential crises were anticipated by the plamers dunng the assault phase, the 

crucial period when the troops began to corne ashore, and the expected enemy 

counterattack with masseci armow2 The reserves that the Geman .Amy could msh 

to the assault landings were believed to comprise 9 panzer and panzer grenadier 

divisions and one infantry division. A report circulated in Febmary 1944 examined the 

tirnetable for these German divisions to be moved to the battlefront after D-Day. Four 

were expected to move by road, four entirely by rail and the final two using a 

combination of both. The report concluded that with no interference and a complete 

failure of the deception plan to convuice the Gerinans that the Pas de Calais was the 

main landing site, aii  divisions could be expected to reach the banle fiont by the 

afternoon of ~ 4 . '  In each case air superiority was deemed vital to ensure that the 



Luftwaffe could not disrupt Ailied ground forces at their most VUlRerable moment and, 

at the same the, inhibit the movement of the German forces. To that end Leigh- 

MalIory as Air Commander in Chief of the AEAF allocated his vast fighter resources 

to the dual task of defending the assault forces, and interdicting the enemy. They were 

supremely suiteci to carry out the fkst task. 

The Overall Air Plan had originaily called for 100% effort by the air forces on 1 

and 2 lune, with a decrease of 50% for 3 and 4 June "so that maximum force could be 

ready for the Assault [5 lune].'* However poor weather altered the original plan. On 

June 1 far less than 100Y0 effort was expended. The next day saw weather conditions 

improve but again les than 100% effort was possible. 50% effort was achieved on 

June 3 as planned as radar installations, coastal batteries, bridges and railway targets 

were attacked.' That night General Eisenhower made the decision to postpone D-Day 

until June 6, citing the fact that while the air forces enjoyed an overwheiming majority 

the land forces did not. Noting that the invasion was only possible with such air 

superiority he conchded that "if the air could not operate then it [the invasion] must 

be poaponed.'d Eisenhower understood how extremely wlnerable the Mied forces 

would be in the assault phase and would not risk them without the protective shield of 

the air forces. It should be understood here that this protection could be provided 

only in one form, the single engine fighter. Not since the Battle of Britain had the men 

and machines of the RAF's fighter squadrons been faced with such an important task. 

On 4 lune, originally planned as 50% effort, additional operations were added 

resdting in more attacks on coastal battenes in the Pas de Calais as the cover plan was 



stiii in effect. On 5 June, the original date for D-Day, there was a ftrther increase in 

the number of sorties flown. The Typhoons of 83 Group spent the entire moming 

attacking radar stations dong the coast and then switched to attack various Geman 

Headquarters buildïmgs tùrther inland.' 

Taking off fiom England in the dam on June 6, 1944 the pilots of 83 Group flew 

towards the coast of France in aircraft freshly painted with black and white recognition 

stripes on their wings and fuselages.' Despite this precaution and a ban on firing 

uniess directly under attack naval ad-aircraf't fire repeatedly shot at fiiendly aircrafL8 

The 12 Spitfire squadrons of 83 Group were assigned low fighter cover between 3,000 

and 5,000 feet over the beaches on D-Day during daylight houn dong with 15 

squadrons from 84 Group and 9 squadrons nom ADGB.~ 122 Wing of 83 Group, 

equipped with the Mustang III, was assigned to the Readiness Pool of some 30 

squadrons to be kept in reserve should the Luftwaffe mount an dl-out onslaught at 

some point. As the day wore on and no attack was forthcoming, 122 Wing was 

released and fiew escort missions for Coastai Command and transports carrying 

airborne troops to the battle area on D-Day, a relatively uneventfùl day.1° For the 

- -- -- 

' In the final few days before the invasion allied aircrafl were over painted with a series 
of large black and white stripes. Their purpose was to provide quick recognition to 
both allied anti-aircraft crews as well as other allied fighters in order to rninirnize 
fnendly fire incidents. Their success was questionable as numerous aircrafi were lost 
or damaged due to fnendly fire, one account in particular noting that "German striped 
planes were either attacked by Aiiied fighters - or met t e M c  cones of ack ack 
fire".(see Mapie Leaf Up - MapIe Leaf D o m  by Peter Simonds, pg 164.) In fact these 
aircraft were b o a  certainiy allied. In fact it became necessary to curtd sorties over 
the beaches at d a m  and dusk as the nurnber of fnendly fire incidents was quite hia .  
In just one 2 % h o u  period on June 9 14 allied aircraft were shot at by allied flak off 



Spitnre squadrons of 83 Group, the nrst day proved to be similftr- Workmg in shiffs, 

one Wmg coosisting of 3 squadrons wodd fty to the coast and take up position over 

the asseult areas in the AagloKaaadian sector, keeping up a non-stop merage over 

the landing forces. This r d t e d  in 4 squacirom patrohg the centre of the d t  

area with one on either flanCr fi)r a total of 6 on Low Cover. 

Fighter Patrol Areas on June 6,1944" (Fig. 3.2) 

of Utah beach 3 were destroyed and werai more &unaged. See AEAF Ofhaal 
History, p 52. 



in order to direct the huge numbers of fighters that wodd be flyiag throughout the 

opening phase, a form of decentralized control was daised to ease the burden on 

AAEAF HQ, and was set up at Hillingdon House near Uxbridge under the command 

of Air Marshal Coningham. Known as the Combined Control Centre it used the 

existing Fighter Command/ADGB inf?astn.tcture to oversee al1 fighter squadrons. As 

the fighters approached the far shore, however, a new component was to corne into 

play, the Fighter DVection Tender PT). Converted fiom landing ships - tanks, these 

ships were, in the words of one s e ~ n g  aboard them, "ungainly - radar aerials like 

revolving chicken coops, RDF [radio direction finding] beacons, antennae". l2 Three 

were bu& and aiiocateû, one each for the Western and Eastern assault forces, with the 

third being stationed some 40 miles off the beach in the shipping 1anes.13 (See Fig. 3.2) 

As it turned out, there was no Luftwaffe presence to speak of in the daylight houn, 

and with the establishment of 83 Group's Control Centre in Nomandy by the evening 

of D-Day, the FDTs instead focused on control of night fighters over the beachhead 

and English Channel. 

While the Spitfires and Mustangs provided defensive air cover and escorts, the 

Typhoons were employed in offensive ankes in aid of the ground forces. Of the 18 

Typhoon squadrons in 83 and 84 Group, 12 were given pre-arranged tasks for the 

morning. Nine were ailotted to the BritisKanadian sector, one per beach with the 

other six rotating throughout the day. These were on air alert and controlled by the 

respective HQ ship for each beach. The squadrons had already been bnefed on 

targets to attack, '%ut were insmicted to c d  up the HQ ships on arrîving at the assault 



area in case the Assauit For= Commanders required them to take on more urgent 

targets."" The other 9 squadrons had pre-arranged targets hrther idand. Receiving 

no instructions frorn the HQ ships the Typhoons bornbed their fïrst targets, strong 

points at Gold, Iuno and Sword beaches. l5 

As the day wore on the Typhoons were then released to fly armed reconnaissance 

missions south of the line Bayeux-Caen-Lisieux. I6 D+ 1 witnessed the sarne intensity 

of fighter cover over the Assault area, which was to provide a huge dividend. Two 

formations of enemy aircraft sent to bomb the beachhead were intercepted before they 

could attack, thereby almost certaidy averting heavy casualties arnong gound and 

naval forces. 83 Group fighters claimed 14 enemy aircraft with a loss of 16, but 1 0 of 

these were Typhoons brought down on ground attack missions." 

Concern over the movements of German armoured divisions to the battle area 

prompted the decision '?O intemie armed reconnaissances by 2* TAF fighter-bombers 

in order to haras enemy movement towards the beach-head."18 For 83 Group this 

meant the 10 Typhoon squadrons "were assigned to the quadrilateral frorn Caen to 

Mezidon Railway junction thence to Falaise and to the road fork south of Villers- 

~ o c a ~ e . " ' ~  They were also instmcted, however, to cal1 up HQ ships as they passed 

over the coast to see if they were needed more urgently somewhere else. 

In the early stages of the campaign the RAF7s preferred method of air support was 

being applied, and with good reason. The Iack of close support targets meant the 

numerous fighter-bomber and fighter squadrons were able to perform the task the air 

force had argued for from the beginning, defensive patrols and armed reconnaissance 



far beyond the fiont lines, seeking to interdict air and road movernent towards the 

&ont, a task which they were eminently better suited. 

Despite bad weather the sorties went ahead and pilots reporteci that now there was 

considerable road movement toward the front. Two missions past the beachhead were 

in fact diverted in the moming to attack road movements of trucks and tanks. Of the 

sorties flown that day by 2 TAF the vast majority, over 700 sorties out of 752, were 

anned reco~aissance.~ 83 Group dropped 307 bombs and fired 1,32 1 R P. resulting 

in claims of 6 tanks, 79 MET and 14 enemy aircfafl destroyed. The foflowing day saw 

little improvement in the weather and this, wmbined with a lack of suitable targets and 

little Luftwaffe oppositioq resulted in a decline in sorties flown.*' Nonetheless, the 

number of calls for support by the m y  increased, and Typhoons of 83 and 84 Group 

flew 80 close air suppon sorties on June 8. More calls for air suppon were received 

as the ASSU's came ashore, and Allied units came up against ever increasing 

resistance. Responding to the heavy traffic rnoving towards the front tiom the east, 

the Typhoons quadrilateral was cut to the triangle Caen-Lisieux-Falaise, while longer 

range Mustangs were allotted the more distant target areas. That evening it was 

reported that elements of 21 Panzer, 12 SS and the Panzer Lehr Division were in the 

line opposite 2d British A n n ~ . ~  

By 9 June, Dt3 the allies had Linked al1 five beachheads and had brought enough 

reinforcements ashore to provide a secure defence against German counterattacks, 

pariicularly since the forward lines were within easy range of naval guns. The tactical 

air forces now truly conftonted the challenge: in addition to providing air cover, 



intelligence, interdiction of the movement of Gennan units and supply, they were to fly 

more missions in direct or close support. It is from here that the myths, controversies 

and recriminations over this aspect of air support has muddied the debate on tactid 

air power in the Normandy campaign. A closer look at the various mission types 

would be usefiil at this point. 

Air Superiority 

The generally accepted concept of air superiority is 

that degree of dominance in the air battle of one force over another which 
permits the conduct of operations by the fomer and its related land, sea and air 
forces at a given time and place without prohibitive interference by the 
opposing force? 

However, the simplicity of the statement belies a complex implementation: 

The fight for air superiority is not a straight forward issue like a naval battle or 
a land battie; it is not even series of combats between fighters; it is fiequently a 
highly complex operation which may involve any or al1 types of aircraft . It is a 
carnpaign rather than a battle, and there is no absolute findity to it so long as 
any enemy aircraft are operating. [-] 1 think that one reason why people have 
found it diflicult to understand is that it is most effective when the operations 
to secure and maintain air superiority are not visible to those who are 
benefiting from i t z 4  

In the Normandy campaign the German Air Force continued to fly in such numbers 

that despite Allied numerical superiority the maintenance of air superiority remained a 

constant and, as this thesis will argue, vital role in the support of ground forces. 

By D-Day air superiority was believed to be well in hand but required constant 

attention to maintain. Air Marshal Tedder commented after the war without bravado 

that "'even though one 'felt' the air situation was satisfactory one mua admit to a 

certain degree of anxiety - it would have needed ody a s m d  surviving enemy force to 



do immense damage during the initial landings.'" To prevent such attacks the tacticai 

air forces contimied attacks on Luftwaffe airfields and infrasmcture, escort patrols for 

bomber and fighter bomber formations, defensive patrols over the sea and land forces 

and offensive sweeps behind enemy lines to search out and destroy enemy aircraft. 

The maximum effort that the Luftwaffe was expected to put up on D-Day was 

estimated at 1,250 sorties for al1 types of aircraft. Shortly thereafter the uitimate 

number of sorties for one 24 hour period was calculated at no more than 1,750, with 

this number expected to fa11 rapidly thereafier. StafFat AEAF HQ became more and 

more skeptical that the Luftwaffe codd attain even these relatively smail numbers as 

D-Day approached.26 An AUied intelligence estirnate of Luftwaffe strength submined 

in May 1944 calculated a total of 5,250 aircraft on ail fronts. Of these approxiinately 

haIf, 2,350, were stationed in the Western Front. The report cautioned that while 

these numbers were larger than previously estimated, the "Iow fighting value and 

operational inefficiency of the G.A.F. - with a correspondingly far greater increase in 

the strength and quality of the G.A.F.s opponents" meant the Luftwaffe was a mere 

shadow of its former self, no longer able to sustain intense combat operations for more 

than a short span of tirne, and only with dire consequences to pilot and aircraf? 

n~mbers.~' In ail of France, only 335 long range bombers, 70 fighter bombers, 2 10 

single engine fighters, 2 10 twin engine fighters, 55 long range reconnaissance and 45 

tactical reconnaissance aircraft were stationeda2* Of this number, 900 aircrafl were 

considered tikely to be available to attack on D-Day, and ody 220 of these were single 



engine fighter~.~' Reinforcements iikeiy to be made available were calnilateci as 

follows: 

Estimate o f  Leftwfie Reinforcements to m c h  ~ o r m a n d ~ ~  (Table 3.1) 

The Allies had broken most of the German Air Force Enigma keys by February 1944 

and M were able to closely monitor that ~r~anization.~' The vast AUied air a d a  

assigned to  defend the ground and naval forces assembleci in the English Channel 

rnight therefore seem excessive, but the prudent course of action was stiU the 

protection of the assault forces at aii costs. Despite the vociferous recriminations that 

have echoed ever since Dieppe, that failed raid did provide sorne important lessons. 

Dieppe iiiustrated the need for ovenvhelmùlg firepower both at sea and in the air once 

the element of surprise had been exhauste-. On June 5 Ailied commanders lacked the 

confidence of so many histonans when they describe D-Day in retrospect. AUied 

cornmanders knew that there was the very real possibility of the assault being thrown 

back into the sea. Had that tragedy corne to pass the air superiority of the allies would 

have been crucial in pinning down Gman ground forces and protecting the 

withdrawing forces at their most vulnerable. 

Dunng the period June 6 through June 30, 1944, despite over 5,000 vessels of all 

types being in a smali confked a r a  losses caused by the Luftwaffe amounted to a 

mere 5 vessels sunk and 7 damagecL3* The vulnerabiiïty of infantry and amour in 



ships was absolute before they reached the shore, yet the Luftwaffe was prevented 

from wreaking havoc upon them. The reason was clear, as noted in the diary of at 

least one sailor aboard ship: 'We have overhead a conthal  meen of fighter aircraft. 

It is a grand sight to see t hem wheel and chase off any enemy aircrafl t hat dare to 

corne overd3 The largest ship sunk was a destroyer which was Uisignificant to the 

land battle being waged. Far more important targets such as battleships with 16-inch 

guns able to directly intervene in battles miles inland were entirely unmolested by the 

Luftwaffe. On D+2 this inability had resulted in a complete mute of a German 

counter-attack against Canadian forces: 

The enemy had systematicaiiy hacked an eiement of the Panzer-Lehr Division 
to pieces with heavy artillery. Beside the obliterated vehicles and weapons lay 
the pieces of Our Cornrades. ûthers hung f?om trees. It comrnanded a 
dreadful silence. '' 

As long as the fighting remained within range of the big guns any German counter- 

attack was at dire risk of being caught in the open by their huge shells. Without a 

credible threat from either the Luftwaffe or Kriegsmarine, the German army was at the 

mercy of these weapons and unable to prevent the reinforcement of the beachhead. 

The archive of a German maritime attack squadron illuminates just how cntical this 

was: 

The enemy could, because of his air supremacy, strike at our key industries and 
road and rail transportation systems and vehicles. We were unable to attack 
the enemy's key industries. But the enemy could make use of his key 
industries only when they were delivered to the battle area. Thus, for us, the 
enemy's key industries were his supply ships. The shipping fleet was a 
concentration of key industry. It was attackable by us. Only there could the 
enemy be grievously hit .35 



The fourth fighter type operateci by 83 Composite Group were the AUison powered 

~ u a a n ~ s . '  The Mk I and [A Mustangs despite unsatisfactory performance at high 

altitude equipped 3 of the 4 squadrons in 83 Group's No. 39 Reconnaissance Wing. 

These fighters were tasked with low and medium aititude tactical recomaissance 

missions well beyond the battlefield. They found little road movement that first 

moming and so were unable to provide targets for the Typhoons later in the day. 

Nonetheless their reconnaissance missions were of the utmost importance, and were 

used to search out German reuiforcements, especidy armoured units. While Ultra 

decrypts provided much information they took time to decode and disseminate 

whereas tactical reconnaissance by fighters was Wtually instantaneous. In general 

they [reconnaissance] kept a general watch on road and rail movement and on 
shipping; they flew over rivers to observe barge movement; bridging and 
ferryhg sites; they made detailed searches of specific areas at the request of 
Twenty-One Army Group to detect possible concentrations for counter- 
attacks. They also carried out intelligence missions in search of gun-sites, 
dumps, supply centres, etc., and for purposes of bomb damage a~sessment.~ 

Tactical reconnaissance focused on areas on and relatively near to the fiont line and 

involved both '%sual and photographic" searches by pilots often flying singly or in 

pairs.37 Strategic reconnaissance was perfiormed in 83 Group by the composite 

squadron of 39 Wing, of Spitfire and Mosquito photo-reconnaissance aircraft. These 

aircraft flew exclusively at high altitude, deep behind enemy lines and provided 

intelligence directly to the highest command ~eve l s .~~  



One measure of Tactical and Strategic Reconnaissance utility is reflected in the 

sheer volume of photographs generated by their missions which were then diaributeci 

widely, often down to the platoon level. 

Production of Air Photographs by 83 Group durhg the Normandy ~ a r n ~ a i g r ~ ' ~  

No. of Successfid No. of Exposures No of prints I sorties I I I 

(Table 3.2) 

However dedicated reconnaissance squadrons such as those in 39 Wing were not the 

only aircrafl engaged in the gathering of intelligence on German ground dispositions. 

It was expected that "aircraft canying out other t a~ks~ '~would  also note and report 

back any useful information they observed: 

So frequently are fighter aircrafk operating over the forward enemy localities 
that fighter pilots rapidly develop a considerable knowledge of the enemy 
ground situation. Information gained £tom combat, bombing, or ground attack 
sorties is a useful supplement to tactical reco~aissance, and a reliable 
alternative to it when tactical reconnaissance is restrïct ed?' 

Armed Reconnaissance and Interdiction 

Stated simply armed reconnaissance meant 'Yighter aircrafl are sent out to look for 

ground targets and attack them. At the sarne t h e ,  pilots bring back any possible 

information about the enemy ground situation.'" Missions would have anywhere 

The Mustang Mk I, LA and U were equipped with the Allison 1,150hp and 1,120hp 
engine in the [I. The Mustang KI and IV however, were powered by the Merlin 



fiom 4 to 12 a i r d  "sweeping the given area at a height of about 4,000 to 6,000 feet, 

according to the flak concentrations present, and searching for any form of road, rail 

or water-borne rno~ement.'*~ This, of course7 entaileci flying behind enemy lines. It is 

important to note that these missions were carried out p M y  by fighter not fighter- 

bomber aircraft, as the potential of encountering enemy aircrafl grew, the further one 

flew behind enemy lines. 

Interdiction 'kas usudy carrieci out in a faûly calm period before the land battle 

really joined, and consisteci of cutting off completely the area in which the enemy was 

situated by canying out bombing attacks on al lines of communication leading to the 

areda Armed reconnaissance missions were therefore an integral part of the 

interdiction campaign. 

The problem in assessing the eEectiveness and therefore the contribution made by 

tactical air power in the interdiction of the battlefield in Normandy resides in the 

nature of the weapon; it attacks with speed from the air, and then is gone. Pilot claims 

of destruction were difficult to verie, gun cameras recorded ody a fraction of al1 

attacks and then at several hundred miles per hour in less than steady flight. Through 

POW reports, however, some glimpse of what interdiction achieved is possible. One 

such report filed during the campaign clearly indicated the extreme masures the 

German army was forced to undertake in the face of continued allied air attack. 

i) In moa areas side roads are used exclusively, and one P/W says the use of 
main roads is expressly forbidden. A Major alleges that the use of 
seçondary roads and country lanes has prevented the complete breakdown 
of supplies which would have resulted had any attempt been made to 

1,680hp engine and were used in a fighter roIe. Eves of the RAF, Nesbit, p 191. 



contunie the use of main roads. Side road tratfic, he believes, is satisfàctory 
where the time factor is not critical. 

ii) The i n t d  between vehicles is LOO to 200 yards, sometùnes more in day 
time and less at night. 

iii) Movements are alrnost exclusîvely carried out at night because of the 
comparative fieedom from air attack. 

iv) The side roads to be used are scouted i;j- 2 small party un the day before 
the night of the projected move and the route is laid accordingly. 

v) Air lookouts are posted for, & and if possible on the flanks of convoys 
and troop columns. These look-outs are equipped with portable RIT. 

vi) When the watches report and attack as imminent an attempt is made to 
draw vehicles into the side but there is seldom time for this and personnel 
usuaily scatter immediately on receipt of the waniing l e d g  their vehicles 
standing. 

vii) There are no Tced times of halt and resVAs 

While it is clear that the ability to move by night and d u h g  inclement weather eased 

the burden, it is equally clear that the threat of constant air attack was a hindrance to 

the movement of men and materiel, and therefore aided in the victory in Normandy. 

In his article 'Tactical Air Power in Normandy: Some Thoughts on the Interdiction 

Plan' Robert Vogel notes this difficulty, although he ascribes "ihe complicated nature 

of the German response" as the primary problem." Whatever the case the fact 

remains that it is impossible to quanti@ the contribution made by air power to isolating 

the banlefield. German commanders, however, were far less circumspect in citing the 

Allies' overwhelming air power as the cause of their delays, but again Vogel cautions 

that by laying the blarne o n  the Luftwaffe7 not controlled by the army, the Generals 

could not be faulted for the loss." Vogel also examines some of the movements of 

German forces &er DDay as they made there way to the battlefiont. Through 

German records he detemiines that many units reached the front lines SafeIy despite 

the massive effort of the AUied tactical air forces to prevent them from doing so." 



Another W o r  that was a serious hidance on German movement se- to have beea 

unwillingness to retreat tiom the range of Aiiied naval guns. In addition, Vogel points 

out that the Gemian P Asmy in Nonnsndy was chronidy under-suppiied duMg the 

campaign, but questions how much of this was due to interdiction versus the iack of 

motorized transport and fiel, as experienced on every fiont by the surnrner of 1944." 

Vogel aiso chronicles the movements of several Panzer and uifantry units to the 

Normandy battl&ont, discoverhg that rnany were able to move with little or no 

interference fkom the air. For the entire month o fkne ,  83 Group claimeci only 552 

MET destroyed and another 468 d m  whicb, taking into account the likelihood of 

Mation, would seem to support his concl~sion.~ 

Direct or Close Air Support 

Rdected in the dichotomy of views between the anny and the RAF on what fom 

air support should take, the general term 'direct air support' was used as a catch dl to 

describe 3he attack by air forces of targets having an irnmediate &ect upon the action 

of our own land forces and may be divided into prearranged and impromptu 

~ u ~ ~ o n . " ~ '  This support was primarily but not exclusively concemed with ground 

attack, which entailed a combination of strafEng, bombing and/or rocketing of specific 

targets near the from he. Reananged targets were chosen in advance, whereas 

impromptu targets were those that the pilots were vectored ont0 while in fiight. 

For missions on the banlefield, and therefore near allied troops, a communication 

system had been developed based on observers on the ground relying information to 

pilots in the air. This has become widely known as 'CABRANK', the orbiting of 



aircraft until such time that they are vectored onto a target. While CAB- with 

its emphasis on loitering over the battlefield, was not in fact widespread, it was utilized 

on the battlefield: 

aircrafl would proceed to a rendezvous at about 5,000 fi. and then report by 
RiT to the Contact Car. The Contact Car would then pass to them the tasks 
and give them the information about the target with the aid of special grids 
which were previously drawn on the maps or with the aid of landmarks. (Hills 
or vdeys could not be taken as landmarks for the pilot.) Mer carrying out 
the attack the pilot would retum to the rendezvous point. The co-operation 
between the aircraft and Contact Car would go on until al1 ammunition was 
spent or the defined time elapsed. Other sections, if required, would then take 
the place of the one which had just finished its task?* 

The need for precision and clarity between pilot and ground controller was obvious, 

yet as this and the following chapter on operations will demonstrate, the system 

On June 9, the tacticai air forces were still based in England, resulting in a less than 

flexible system of air support, complicated by the atrocious weather. Three main 

coderences were held each day to review the air situation: 

1. The Chief of Staffs moming conference at 09 15 hours attended by al1 heads 
of Branches. The daily presentation included a summary of the air 
programme for the day and the previous day's air results given by the BGS 
(Ops). 

2. The moming air conference followed under the chairmanship of the Chief of 
Staff. Senior staff officers of the Army Group and Second Tactical Air 
Force were present. A full description of the rnilitary situation was given, 
and questions of policy and broad future planning were discussed. 

3. The evening conferences at Second Tactical Air Force was held at 1730 
hours under the chairmanship of the Air Commodore (Operations). The 
days operations on the ground and in the air were descnbed by 
representatives from G(0ps)A and Air StafF (Operations) respectively. The 
main object of this conference was to agree on the detailed arrangements 
within the terms of the current policy for the next day's operations? 



A i .  Marshal Coningharn set the time for the evetiing conference at 1730 hours, forcing 

the army to detennine its requirements for the next day more than twelve hours in 

advance. Efforts were made to persuade 2 TAF to change the hour but without 

success." The air force required the tirne to incorporate army requests into its own 

plans; since it did not consider direct and close support to be high priority, there was 

no need to compromise. 

If the system remained rigid at the top, it was more responsive in the battlefield 

area. The planners had developed a number of methods to limit the dangers of mis- 

identification of ground targets. The most important was the bomb line which would 

change whenever the situation warranted. As the name suggests a line was delineated 

on the field of battle that determineci on which side an aircrafl could attack targets. 

Sometimes this line might be defined as a major road. But, for attacks close to allied 

troops, a more precise method was required. Generally natural landmarks would be 

used but this was not always sufficient. The number and type of indicators ernployed 

varieci widely and depended on the materials available and ingenuity of the troops 

involved. Bombline indicators included: 

Large groundstnp sign 
Trench made with bulldozer 
Grader run over cultivateci field 
Sign made with barrels or even parked vehicles 
White painted strip on tarmac road 
Tarred strip on a non-metded road 
Coloured smoke or flares used to draw the attention to one of these 
landmarksS5 



As can be seen, these methods are suited to a static front he.  When the campaign 

evolved into one of rapid movement, these methods were no longer suitabie and others 

were needed. An attempt to overcome this problem was the nile of thumb that amse 

during the campaign called the '2-hour' method. The rate of advance of the assaulting 

forces was estirnated in distance on the ground and the area where the Gront l i e  would 

be 2 hours tiom its previous position was designated as the bomb line? The 

predictions of allied advances were sometimes overly optimistic, which resulted in 

placing the Geman fonvard defensive line on the same side of the bombline as allied 

ground forces. Combined with the mass movement of troops and vehicles and the 

difficult nature of the terrain, incidents of fiiendly fire were to occur frequently. 

It would be helpful at this point to examine the procedure whereby pilots were 

briefed before comrnencing a sortie. In a move to standardize such briefings and keep 

them as straightforward and quick as possible, HQ 2 T M  circulated a memo in May 

1944 detailing the components of a briefing. Each would begin with the Intelligence 

Officer discussing the target, location of flak, usefùl landmarks such as rivers and 

railway tracks that would assist in locating the target, and the possibility of 

encounterîng enemy fighters in the area. To assist in his briefing the 1.0. had at his 

disposal several visual aids: 

Briefing Board - this was a large map at 1/100,000 scale covering the target 
area. Over top of it was a clear sheet on which flak positions and the approach 
to the target were nmrked. 

Pilot's Briefing Board - most oflen this was a black chalk board. On it were 
details indicating the course to be foilowed, timing, radio frequencies to be 
used, speed and call agns. For rocket Typhoons additionai information was 
included noting the angle of dive and sight setting for the gun sight. 



Pilot's Information Board - this comisted of actual photographs of the target 
dong with a map at 1/50,000 detailing flak positions in the area and indicators 
for the bombline. 

Course Board - consisting of a I/500,000 scde map this board illustrated the 
entire mission route both to the target and back. 

Course Cards - these were carTied by the pilots, who copied on them nich 
information as the route to be flown, cal1 signs distances and timings. 

Meteorologicd Board - the latest weather updates were constantly posted on 
this. 

if the mission was to be diredy supporting ground forces, an army Air Liaison Officer 

would be present as weil to brief pilots on the ground situation, particularly the 

landmarks related to the bomb line. Next the Wing Leader would address the pilots, 

laying out the flying taaics to be used. It was the duty of the Wmg Leader or his 

deputy to oversee the planning of the operation and the briefing of the aircrews. 

Should different squadrons within the wing be given difTerent missions then the 

respective Squadron Leaders would also give a briefing5' 

Particular attention was paid to the location of flak batteries, as flak against fighters 

had long been recognized as the most dangerous weapon the Gemüuis possessed 

against fighters in ground attack roles. A June 15 report gave estimates of the 

likelihood of being shot down based on what calibre flak was used. A hit from a 

40mm or larger cannon shell was lethal 90% of the tirne, whereas it took 4 hits ffom 

20mm cannon to have the same eEect. However, as a 20mm fked four rounds per 

second versus one round per second by 40mm, the lethality was deemed Wtually the 

same. The report also reafiïrmed the obvious tmth that low level attack was the most 



dangerous mission.5g This was no surprise to the RAF, who had over 2 yearsof 

experience of flak and single engine fighters. 

A week afler D-Day, the Anglo-Canadian forces were on the defensive but, in the 

words of Generd Montgomery, "aggressively son. The city of Cam originally 

planned to fdl on D-Day, remained in German hands. The massing German armoured 

formations brought up to keep the British and Canadian forces nom expanding into 

and beyond the city presaged the difficulties that would follow in advancing beyond 

Caen. As the Gerrnan defaces soiidified in fiont of them the allies were k e d  with 

the problem they knew was inevitable; attacking against well-prepared defences with 

weapons iderior to those used by the Germans. Three weapons in the allied arsenal 

were employed to compensate for this; the German ability to defend against them was 

mixeci. Massive amounts of naval gun tire could be fired inland; nich fire was 

devastating on Gennan counter-attacks when their forces were out in the open. 

Neither the German Navy or Air Force could effectively impede these guns as long as 

the Allies maintained air superiority. The downside to naval support was that once the 

fighting moved fàrther iniand the front line would eventudy be out of reach of these 

guns. 

The combineci ailied heavy bomber force was also employed on the banlefield and, 

again, was vinuaily free of German harassment. However, the use of heavy bombers 

in close support of ground forces was risky and their ultimate value remains 

questionable. 



The one remaining weapon that was available to dter the balance on the banlefield 

on a large scale was the tactical air forces. They were capable of attacking singly or in 

large formations; they were f a  capable of carrying sizable payloads and, theoretically 

at least, able to defénd themselves without figtiter escort. The reality was sornewhat 

dif ferw as we shall see. For 83 Group, assigneci the role of providing nippon to the 

British 2"6 Army, the hoped for space to wnstruct airfields in the vicinity to the South 

of Caen remainecl unreal'ized and so the bulk of  the squadrons were forced to continue 

flying f?om th& bases in England. 

As the initial chaos and exhilaration of D-Day subsideci, the allies began to focus on 

the problems at hanci, the captute of Caen and Cherbourg. The expected and desired 

support of the tactical air forces was muted by the almost constant bad weather in 

Engiand and Normandy, limiting the m b e r  of sorties the fighter-bombers could fly in 

support of the army. hiring the period Iune 9 through 2 1,83 Group squadrons 

claimed only 3 tanks, 94 MET and 35 aUcraft destroyed. For a unit comprising over 

400 fighters and fighter bombers these totals illustrate just how difficuh weather, 

terrain, camoufiage and enemy opposition could be. Ln this same period of relative 

ineffectiveness, 83 Group lost 39 aircraft and 24 pilots.59 

An unexpected gale beginning on 1 9 June haited almost al1 supply to the invasion 

forces as ships and artificial harbours were pounded by wind and waves. When the 

stom finally Wed on the 22d, it left in its wake destruction on a scale the Luftwaffe 

and Kriegsmarine could oniy dream of Hundreds of landing craft and ships were 

damaged, destroyed or beached. The Mulbeny harbow in the American -or was 



destroyed." Wtth supply dumps having been only recentiy estabfished in the 

beachhead, the situation had the potential to becorne critical. The tactical air forces 

stepped up their activities to assist the armies. 

The last week of June saw an upswing in 83 Group claims, not the Ieast of which 

was daily encounters with the Luftwaffe. From 23 to 30 June, 83 Group claimed 84 

enemy aircrafl shot down with a loss of 37. Operation EPSOM, originally scheduled 

for June 22 but postponed due to the gale, was designed to take the high fiat ground 

to the south and south east of Caen which, arnong other thuigs, would provide 2 TAF 

with its much desired space for airfields. Flying in support of EPSOM on 25 June, 83 

Group put up 1 14 aircraft on armed reconnaissance7 97 on dive bombing, 2 1 on 

tactical reconnaissance and 194 on defensive patrols and es~orts .~ '  As the number of 

enerny aircraft claimed in this penod suggests the Luftwaffe was by no means absent 

fiom the battlefield. It is also instructive to note that almost half of the missions flown 

that day were protective in nature. 

The support that 83 Group could provide to British 2d army, both direct and 

indirect, grew in importance as the attritional fighting in Nomandy depleted the fiont 

line combat units. The need was simple: use the advantage of a large mobile air force 

to assist the infantry in its advance againa well prepared defences strengthened by a 

large assortment of deadly support weapons such as the Nebelwerfer (Moaning 

Minnie) and 88mm gun. Technological advances had heralded astounding changes in 

weapons shce the last war which, for the infantry, made their task al1 the more 

difficdt: 



As in the previous war the infantry was expected to lead the attack on the 
enemy. [-] this n o d y  meant advancing in extended üne, behind an artillery 
barrage across open rising country which the enemy had carefidiy surveyed to 
ensure that his artillery and mortars were registered on every patch of ground. 
During the Battle of Nomandy the infantry was expected to conform to rigid, 
timed artïliery fire plans and urged by their comrnanders to ''W h o  the 
barrage. ifsomething went wrong, and it fiequently ciid, the barrage wouid be 
'los' and further advance would depend on the courage of individuais. Once 
established on their objective, their real troubles began as German 
counterattacks were quickly launched often before consolidation could be 
a~hieved.~~ 

It is hardly surprising then that the infantry sufEered the highest number of casualties in 

the campaign. By the 3oLb of June the allies had suffered 61,732 killed, wounded and 

missing in battle, the bulk of these being in fiont line rifle c ~ r n ~ a n i e s . ~ ~  

By the first week of k ly  British Second Army was sufficiently re-supplied and 

reinforced to renew large scale operations. Heavy fighting dong the Angio-Canadian 

sector front occurred during the period July 4 through 7 as the Canadians attempted to 

take Carpiquet airfield near Caen, as a precursor to the capture of the city outright. 

On the evening of July 7, Operation CHARNWOOD began with the intent of 

captunng Caen. That night the fim use of heavy bombers in a close support role was 

authorized to blast a path through the Geman defensive ring around the city. The 

next moming 83 Group began intensive operations in support of the aîtack which 

continued, although hampered by bad weather, on the 9". By that evening al1 of Caen 

on the north-west side of the Orne river had been taken, forcing the Germans to 

retreat to the south and east. Montgomery's next move was to consolidate this gain in 

preparation for the next offensive that would take the rest of Caen and push out into 

the flat plains beyond. 



By Juiy 1 1 the bridgehead had still not expanded much beyond the original 

iandings. The Cotentin peninsula was now in ailied hands, as was the port of 

Cherbourg, and Caen had finaliy been entered by Canadian and British forces, but the 

bridgehead still did not exceed 20 miles in depth, and was only 10 miles deep in some 

places." The effect of this narrow lodgment was to  seriously congest tratFc and 

supplies. For 83 Group, which was tasked with supporting British 2d Amy, the 

problem was immense. The number of airfields constnicted was curtailed both due t o  

the limited area in which to build them, and the fact that those built were within range 

of &man artillery. As of  W 3 5 ,  the number of squadrons based in Normandy was 

' l e s  than haif the number" planned.6s Lack of progress by Montgomery in s e c u ~ g  

the large flat plains beyond Caen far more airfields was not the o d y  reason, however, 

for keeping the Typhoons based in England during the first part of  the carnpaign. 

Labeled the 'Dua Menace', the fine chalk powder of Normandy was to prove more 

effective in curtailing Typhoon operations fiom the continent than the Luftwaffe or  

long range artillery. A June 23" report by 2 TAF revealed a serious problem: 

'Typhoon Aircrafi have been withdrawn kom the Continent owing to the dust 

menace.'*6 For an air force tasked with support of ground forces this was a serious 

but not criticai setback that for a brief period hampered their ability to provide close 

support. It also points out the problems that can follow when using aircrafi not 

specifically designed for their role. Luckily, the solution was a relatively simple and 

quick repair; combined with the spraying o f  airfields with water and oil to keep the 



dust down, as well as guide hes  on the removal ofthe top suniice by graders, the 

Typhoons were won back on the continent to day?' 

In support of Operation GOODWOOD, 83 Group, reuiforced by squadrons of 84 

Group conducted intense armed reconnaissance missions b e b d  the kont h e  of the 

intended offensive on 17 July. Their are. was a rough quaddaterd approximately 60 

miles deep and 100 miles wide with the river Seine as its eastern boundaryp bordered 

by Beny Bocage - Domfront - Alencon - Dreux - Mantes Gassicourt - ~uiUebuef?* 

Intelligence records for that day indicate 83 Group alone dropped 165 bombs and fired 

462 rockets; claimed 1 tank damaged, 28 trucks destroyed and another 43 damaged, 

as weil as 13 enerny aircraft shot d o ~ n . ~ '  Not one of the enemy aircrafl destroyed 

was claimed by a Typhoon pilot, giving a fairly clear indication of where their attention 

lay. The next day the offensive began. 83 Group support rose drarnatically as 63 1 

bombs were dropped and 2,295 rockets fired in the same area. Claims also rose as no 

less than 1 1 tanks were thought to have been destroyed fiom the air. Air-to-air daims 

fell to just 2 enemy aircrafi destroyed but losses to 83 Group aircraft sky rocketed 

fiom just 3 on the 1 7" to 10 on the 18& illustrating the deadly nature of German fiak 

for ground attack mis~ions.'~ 

Operation GOODWOOD also heralded the first experiment in the Visual Control 

Post (VCP), cornprishg a Fonvard Air Controller and Air Liaison Officer in a 

Sherman tank. At four times during the day, s u  Typhoons formed a 'CABRANK' to 

be dluected by the VCP, but each time no targets were transrnitted to the waiting 

aircraft." The Forward Air Controller (FAC) was wounded almost immediately, 



iimiting the abdity of the VCP to perfonn its fùnctions. In any event the VCP proved 

difficult to implement for a good view of the target meant the enemy could most likely 

see the VCP eqiialiy well? By 1030 hours only 2 calls for air support had been 

logged but from then until 1900 hours the rate increased, rmilting in 162 aircrafl 

responding to attack a variety of targets, the moa numerous being Gennan tanks. 

The next day, Typhoons responded with 50 sorties on Amy support, but again 

they were unable to estabtish contact with the VCP. GOODWOOD was slowly 

grincihg to a halt and the &ons of the fighter bombers of 83 Group could do Little to 

get it going again. Bad weather then moved in and 83 Group was unable to fly any 

sorties on July 2 1 and only 24 the following day. On the 23" of July, 83 Group 

managed 133 sorties, and as the weather improved flew aimost 500 on the 24' in 

preparation for the next offensive, Operation SPRiNG. The hope, expressed by 

Montgomery, was that victory would be achieved in the Eastern sector, the Angio- 

Canadian sector, by a continuation of the objectives of GOODWOOD commencing on 

the 25?" A breakthrough did result Eom the two offensives launched on the 25" but 

it was Operation COBRA, the Amencan offensive, that achieved the breakout and 

heralded the shift from static to mobile warfiue in the campaign. 

A report that compared Typhoon rocket and bomb attacks issued on July 25 

apparently received little attention at the tirne. The report was based on 8 1 1 Typhoon 

sorties and made some startling conclusions. First among these was that Typhoons 

equipped with bombs were supenor to rocket-equipped Typhoons when attacking soft 

targets." In 83 Group only 3 of the Typhoon squadrons flew 'Bombphoons' 



cornpareci with 8 that were rocket-ecpipped. This was yet one more indication thaî 

the rocket's performance as a battlefield weapon was l e s  than had beeu h o p 4  

aithou& perhaps as had beai expected. 

Another discovery of note was the high Ioss rate among Typhoons, 35 being lost 

whüe rocketing and another 27 wide bombing, all in the space of three weeks. 

Correlated with this was the increased likeiihood of a pilot not retuming nom a 

mission the deeper he flew into enerny territory. Both sets of data made perfect sense 

considering the danger associateci with flying low in a high flak exxvironment in an 

a i r c d  not weii protected from ground fie. The deeper one flew behind the lines dso 

increased one's chance of encoumering the Luftwaffe, getting lost, or merely 

succwnbing to what would have been a non-terminal hit to the a i r c d  closer to the 

airfield but was tenninal further away. Distance equals the, and for the short range 

Typhoon the longer it remained in the danger zone, the less likeiy it was to corne back. 

Analysis by Depth of  Peoetratioo & Flak areas, Cornparhg 83 & 84 Croup 

M C MperC M C MperC M C M per C 
83 Grp RP 93 4 23 -3 25 3 8.3 13 6 2.2 
81 Grp RP 17 6 2.8 16 3 5.3 6 3 2.0 

(Table 3.3) M = Missions C = Casudties 



Tmhoon Casualties due to Flal~'~ 

( 84 Gm Bomb 1 483 13 34 1212 4 53 
(Table 3.4) S = Sorties C = Casualties 

Using the commencement of Operations S P m G  and COBRA as a u s a  division 

in the conduct of the Nonnandy campaign, one cm see how the operations of the 

tactical air forces in the first haifwere primarily concerned with the maintenance of air 

niperiority and protection of bomber and fighter-bombers and the ground and naval 

forces below. For the months of June and July 1944,2 TAF flew fÙNy 50% fighter 

sorties concerned with air-to-air combat compared to 40% ground attack sorties.77 Of 

these ground attack missions, jus  over half were of the type considered close support 

involving the firing of rockets and dropping of bombs on targets very near or at the 

front line while the other hdf were armed reco~aissance/interdiction far away from 

the fiont line. Roughly, 80% of ail tacticai air support provided by 83 Group and 

2TAF in this static phase was not in the vicinity of the front line. 

From the very beginning the RAF had argued that this was the proper way to 

conduct air support operations citing the greater importance of interdiction while 

downplaying the value and acknowledging the immense pro blems of attac king pinpoint 

targets on the battlefield. RAF adherrnce to this doctrine was certaidy a reflection of 

its desire to maintain independence, but more fundamentally the doctrine reflected the 

operational realities of the campaign and the limitations of the aircraft and the pilots 



that flew them. Foremost among these was the aimost absolute dnerability of 83 

Group aircraft to flak. Using the available data one must consider that if, in flying just 

40% of  al1 sorties a s  ground attack resulted in 83 Group losses of over 200 a i r d  in 

a two month period. How great would the losses for that same period becorne had the 

ground attack role been increased? At the same time an increase in ground attack 

would have meant a decrease in the protective cover above the ailied forces at a time 

of  great vuinerability to an enemy air force that, while weakened, was by no means 

elirninated . 

At the beginnuig of a mobile phase of warfkre in Normandy, the number of 

missions devoted to ground attack would in fact increase dramatically, as the enemy 

fled the field o f  battle and presented the most opportune target the ailied tactical air 

forces would have during the entire war. 

Operation COBRA signaied the begiming of the end of the Normandy carnpaign, 

although it would take another month of extremely hard fighting to reach it. The 

phenomenally high attrition rate during the static phase, most rnarked in the fiont line 

infantry units, was senous on the allied side but catastrophic for the German 

defenders. One of the most crucial elements to  this imbalance was the virtually 

unhindered supply and reinforcernent of the ailied amies in Normandy, whiie the 

Gerrnan army suffered almost constant air attack while attempting the sarne. 

Now the application of tacticai air support in Nomiandy will be exarnined in the 

context o f  a more mobile and therefore chaotic battlefield. The RAF had long argueci 

that this was the very situation where air power could prove of most value, when 



employed in directly attacking enerny ground forces, by tunillig a retreat h o  a mut. 

Such a shifi from maintenance of air superiority and interdiction to ground attack 

brought with it inherent dangers not ody to the aircraft and pilots who would fly the- 

but to the very forces they were supporting. 

The last week of July proved to be the busiest and deadliest for 83 Group thus f a  

in the campaign. July 25 witnessed the dropping of over 550 bombs and the firing of 

2,599 rockets aithough the claims of 3 tanks and 39 MET destroyed hardly 

compensated for the ordnance expendeci or the loss of 17 aircraf'i and 14 pi~ots.'' AS 

Operation COB RA continued it became clear that the breakout from the bridgehead 

had finally taken place in the US sector. Almost two months of aatic warf'e were 

now replaced by rapid movement that would culminate near the small French town of 

Falaise. 

The flexibility of centrally controlled tactical air was clearly demonstrated when 83 

Group flew missions in support of COBRA in the Amencan sector, attacking strong 

points and armoured formations in harbour. They claimed 16 tanks destroyed, another 

25 damaged and almost 100 MET destroyed or darnaged." The increase in claims 

was a reflection of the fluidity of the banlefield which presented the fighter-bornbers 

with ever growing numbers of targets in the open as German units moved either 

toward or away fiom the rapidly changing fiont line. 

As the campaign progressed it becarne apparent that little hard evidence was being 

gathered on fighter-bomber attacks. A memo to the Scientific Advisor 2 1 AG from 

ORS/2TAF dated 2 1 June pointed out the real problem of not knowhg how effective 



air anacks were, ï h e  only specific information on the &éctïvmess of the attack is 

what cornes through the eyes of the pilot, with the, fortunately rare, exception that 

when the attack goes badly wrong signais corne fiom the ground f o r ~ e s . ' ~  It was this 

lack of corroborating evidence ffom ground examination of 'destroyed' targets that 

gave impetus to the combined Army/2TAF OR sections to examine the battlefield as 

between S.A. and the Operational Research Section at zd TAF have 

led to the idea that there is a requirement for more complete and accurate reporthg by 

the Army of the resdts of direct air 

A search of the area around La Baleine where 12 l Wing of 83 Group flew 99 

sorties against a column of retreating German vehicles with rocket firing Typhoons 

produced the following information: (Table 3.5) 

Summary o f  Vehicles Fouad and Investigatcd nt La ~ a l e i n e '  

1 Destroved h: 1 1 
Possibly unknown Lmlaiown crew 
R.P. shells causes 

Panther 
PzKw MkIV Special 
Armoured Cars 
Amoured Troop 
Carriers 
75 mm S.P. 
50; Anti-tank guns 
Howitzers 
Pu schens 
Lomes 
Cars 

33 Destroved 



Only a fiaction of the destroyed enemy vehicles found could be directly attributed to 

the rocket projectile. Combining the confirmed and possible categories of destruction 

by RP the report suggested the destruction of9 enemy vehicies, only two of which 

were tanks. As 99 sorties were flown and each Typhoon normally carried 8 rockets, 

this meant close to 800 rockets had been fired at this colurnn, roughly 88 rockets and 

1 1 sorties per destroyed vehicle.* For the RAF such findings only confirmeci what 

training and previous operational data had suggested, the fighter-bomber required 

favourable conditions and a surprisingly large number of sorties per target to be 

effective in a ground support role. 

As Juiy turneci to August, the weather, previously uncooperative for the allies, 

began to bear a truer reflection of a sumy Norman surnmer though this included an 

almon constant ground rnist that shrouded the land until mid r n ~ r n i n ~ . ~  On the 7& of 

August the Germans launched their first and ody major armoured counter-attack of 

the Nomandy campaign near the village of Mortain in the Arnerican sector of the 

front. A humed series of phone cdls saw the squadrons of 83 Group imrnediately 

diverted to assist the Arnericans in stopping the attack. By 1300 hours the first 

squadrons of 83 Group were in the area and almost at once spotted large formations 

of enemy amour and transpori moving on the roads. They attacked and for the rest of 

the day until nightfall83 Group expended over 400 5001b bombs and 1,885 rockets as 

they repeatedly attacked the German formations. In a day never to be equaled, 83 

Group pilots claimed a staggenng 82 enemy tanks destroyed and 47 darnaged with 88 

MET destroyed and 128 damaged, for the loss of 9 airmaft.85 The following day only 



5 additional tanks were claimed destroyed giving a clear indication that the offensive 

had been halted. Now known as the 'Day of the Typhoon' the destruction wrought by 

the fighter bomben of 83 Group was offered as proof positive that Typhoons could be 

used successfully in ground support roles and that it was their intemention that was 

decisive in stopping the German advance. Part ofthe success was no doubt due to the 

fact that the closest the Luftwaffe got to the battlefield that day appears to have been 

around Couteme, to the east of Mortain as IXth Air Force fighters intercepted Gennan 

aircraft sent to provide air cover for their own  formation^.^ 

The report filed by Coningham after the counter-attack noted that at Mortain the 

ideal conditions were presented for tacticd air power to affect a land battle. These 

were listed as large, closely gathered formations of amour and transport in a limited 

space, almost no flak or enemy fighter opposition, and the ability to use air power at 

the height of the battle unhindered by weather or other factors.'" Such optimal 

conditions rarely presented themselves, and so Mortain stands as a perfect example of 

what air power could do. 

The ORS report (Table 3.6) however, questioned the numbers claimed by the 

fighter bombers. 



Resdts of Ground Investigation at ~ o r t l i n ~  

(Table 3.6) 

From 12 to 20 August two ORS feams, one from 2 1 Army Group and the other from 

2 T M ,  combed the area documenthg as many vehicles as possible. What they found 

echoed their eariier investigation at La Baleine: pilot ciaims were highiy exaggerated. 

Only 7 tanks were believed to have been destroyed nom the air, compared with 14 by 

the US army. In fact there were jud 43 damaged tanks discovered in the area, and of 

these only 9 could be definitively attributed to air atia~k.'~ The great discrepancy 

between pilot claims and the evidence on the ground prompt4 the 2 TAF tearn to 

argue that the efficiency of the Gerrnan tank recovery system accounted for many of 

the missing tanks. This hypothesis was rejected, however, as it seemed highiy unlikely 

that the Gemians would recover bumt-out tanks while Ieaving undamagexi ones 



behind. Further, the army ORS tearn established that in fa& very little recovery took 

place at Mortain, as at this point in the carnpaign 'Çthe repair and recovery teams were 

aiready puiiing out of ~ o m a n d ~ . ' ~  

The day after the Mortain attack began the fighter bomben of 83 Group were 

switched back to as& in Operation TOTALIZE. They attacked several pre-arranged 

targets identified as anti-tank guns, dug in infantry, mortar and artillery positions. No 

ground survey was undertaken so it proved impossible to verifi daims of success. 

On 10 August the bombline was manged to give 2 T M  an area north of Vire- 

Argentan-Dreux-Mantes-Gassicourt-Arras-Bolonge which positioned 83 Group to 

attack Gerrnan formations as they retreated across the Seine river and beyond. 

August 17 marked the first day of what would be a three day slaughter of German 

armour and other transpori in and around the Falaise Pocket, with 83 Group alone 

flying over 2,800 sorties. Not since the Gennan counter-attack at Mortain had so 

many targets been visible on roadways and in fields. That day 18 tanks and 248 MET 

were claimed as destroyed, for the loss of 7 aircraft and 6 pilots.91 

By 18 August the Gap was less than 10 miles across. It was on this day that 83 

Group had its busiest 24 hours of the whole carnpaign. Rying over 1,300 sorties the 

fighter-bombers made their second biggest daim of destroyed German tanks, 73, and 

larges claim for MET, a staggenng 1,074 destroyed and another 1.7 12 damaged. 

Such intensive low level fiying came with a price as 83 Group dso recorded its worst 

losses of the carnpaign, 25 aircraft downed and 19 pilots lest? 18 of the downed 



aircrafl were Typhoons, showing the disparity of l o s  rates between that fighter- 

bomber and others in 83 Group." 

August 19 was not quite as hectic but still presented a fùll day's work. Another 12 

planes and 1 1 pilots were lost for a claim of 37 tanks destroyed and 479 MET 

d e ~ t r o ~ e d . ~  By the 2oLh the bombline had been moved north and only 2 tanks and 67 

MET were clairned as destroyed. Over the three day period of 17 through 19 August, 

83 Group lost 44 aircraft and 36 pilots while claiming 128 tanks and 180 1 MET 

de~t ro~ed .~ '  Viewed in this way the success versus the cost of the fighter-bombers 

becomes debatable. Clearly nich high intensity operations were rare. It is also clear 

that 83 Group could not suaain such losses for an extended penod of time. 

By the 2 1' of August the gap had been closed and there was little armour lefi to 

attack and claims of only 2 destroyed tanks and 67 MET were recorded although 1 I 

enerny aircraft were shot down for the loss of 3 aircraft and 3 pilots. From this point 

to the end of the rnonth, 83 Group would daim just another 1 1 tanks destroyed and 

4 1 6 MET destroyed, while losing a fùrther 1 7 aircraft and 1 0 pilets? 

In the chaos surrounding the closing of the Falaise Pocket and the close proxirnity 

of allied and German forces in hilly, tree covered terrain, it is clear that at least sorne 

of the claims made by the pilots of 83 Group were in fact attacks on their own troops. 

During the period 14 August through 18 August, a Canadian armoured regiment, the 

South Albertas, was attacked on six different occasions by Spitfires and Typhoons of 2 

TAF? Casuaities were not severe but there was no question that "everyone was 

much happier when the Typhoons winged away."* During one attack the CO of the 



SARs became so i n c d  at the continuecl strafing nins by Spitfires in spite of 

recognition smoke and the clearly visible allied markings on the vehicles that he 

"ordered the two Crusacier M tanks - to open fie" [but] was dissuaded by Padre 

Wdcox, who risked his own Life to wam off the fighters by laying out a Union ~ a c k ' ~  

The closing of the Falaise Pocket on August the 21. signaleci the end of the 

Normandy campaign, although the fighting wntimied as what was left of the German 

7& and 15& annies re~eated across the Seine river. The carnage found in and a r d  

the pocket was incredible. Once again the Operational Research teams combed the 

area in an attempt '?O ascertain the extent of the enemy's losses due diredy or 

indiredy to air attack and to assess the effectiveness of different air weapon~."'~ The 

area studied was divided into t h  portions, cded the Pocket, the Shambles and the 

Chase. As the foiiowing table shows, it was the canon and machine gun and not the 

rocket and bomb that caused the most damage. 

Anaiysis of Damage by Air Attack to 
Enemy Equipment During the Pocket ~eriod'" 

Rockets Bombs Cannon(MG Air Total Abandoncd Tot& 
Destroycd 
by acw 

TarWSP 
g u n s l m s  11 4 

Motor transport 4 43 
Guns - - 
Totais 15 47 
Pcrcen tagts 1.7 5.3 

(Table 3.7) 



The foiiowing map illustrates the h e 1  &e* as German forces were forced to retreat 

through an ever narrowing 'Gap', providing a wealth of targets for tacticai air&. 

Enemy Vehides Pound in The Pocket', Aupst  19441m (Fig. 3.3) 
- .  . 

w r  

ropmr 1 r ;EOO,OQ) 

The second area searcheci, 'The Shambles' yielded far more vehicles than the Pocket 

itself. It was estimated that 3,043 vehicles, tanks, and guns were lost in this area 

wbich is categorized in the foiiowing table (Table 3.8): 



Enemy Vehides Found h the LShambIes', August 1944Io3 

(Table 3 -8) 

Of these, "about eight hundred vehicles may reasonably be considered as diredy 

destroyed by air attack and a somewhat larger number as abandoned dong roads 

which were attacked by air~raft."'~ As with the Pocket, a map of the Shambles 

reveals the incredibly dense concentration of vehicles created by a retreat dong a 

single and nmow route. 

Map of Enemy Vehides Found in the 'Shambfes' August 19441°5 (Fig. 3.4) 



The third and. nnal area ta be exarnined was knownas the 'Chase' and cantained the 

Enemy Vehides. Fooiid Ur the 'Chase' August 194do6 

Map of Enemy Vehides Found in the 'Chase' August 1944'~ (Fig. 3.5) 

L 

- Burnt: 
Unbwnt: 
Totais: 

\ 
(Table 3 -9) Grand Total: 3648 

Tanks and SP 
Guns 

114 
36 
150 

Lightty 
Annoured 
Ve hicles 

115 
39 
154 

Lomes, Cars 
and M/Cs 

2275 
903 

3 178 

- Guns 

- 
- 

166 



The sheer numbers of vehicles precluded yet another in depth search, but the annoured 

vehicles were given more attention. Of the 150 tanks observeci not one could be 

definitively classified as having been destroyed Eorn the air. 'O8 Even so, it is likely that 

at least sorne portion of the vehicles were abandoned due to fùel shortages, the 

demoraiization of the crew or blockage of the road by trucks and horse drawn wagons 

that had been destroyed by air attack. However, no data was gathered to ver@ this, 

and the subject remains one for speculation. What is clear is that the fighter-bomber, 

equipped with either rockets or bombs, did not diiectly destroy German amour in the 

closing act of the Normandy campaign. The fighter however, equipped with machine 

guns and canons wrought havoc among the retreating German forces and amassed the 

lion's share of the victories. 

For the final battle of the Normandy carnpaign, the pilots of 83 Group claimed to 

have destroyed 141 German tanks and 2,284 MET.Io9 While it seems clear that these 

claims, at least for the armoured vehicles, are wildly optirnistic, the fact remains that 

the battle of the Falaise Pocket was a defeat every bit as great as that handed to the 

Gemans at Stalingrad. In the fifth year of the war, two German armies had been 

defeated and routed from the field of battle in less than three months. The Normandy 

carnpaign was a huge success for the western allies, and tactical air power had played 

part in the victory. 
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Conclusion 

Througb the interwar period the development of a coherent and cooperative air 

suppon doctrine in the British rnilitary stagnated as the RAF and army approached the 

subject from diametrically opposed views. The RAF contended that the role ofthe air 

force was mainly in the realm of strategic bombing and defence against it. This meant 

pnority in aircraft production for heavy bombers and air supenority fighters. In this 

way, it was argued, air power could assist the army by destroying the enemy's ability 

to produce weapons and perhaps ultimateiy cause him to capitulate in the face of 

devastation wrought on his cities and populous. The army would therefore be little 

more than a policing unit brought in to consolidate the victory won from the air. The 

m y ,  however, having suffered more than the other the three seMces in the l a s  war, 

was determined to ensure that attritional fighting did not bleed its divisions dry again. 

It was not convinced of the war winning potential of the heavy bomber and argued for 
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an air force that, similar to artilkry, was on cal1 to support ground forces by 

intervening directly on the battlefield. It therefore advocated the production of 

purpose built attack aircrafi. When war came, however, it was the RAF concept of air 

power that triumphed, and the army made do with very lirnited air support. 

With the defeat of the Luftwaffe during the Battle of Britain and the slow 

realization that strategic bombing was not going to bring Germany to its knees the 

prospect of another land campaign on the European continent loomed wer larger. By 

the summer of 1943 the army's views of air support came to the fore. The need was 

unmistakable, but the ability to fulfill the request for air support on the battlefield was 

lirnited. The legacy of the h W  pursuit of strategic bombing above al1 else, meant no 

dedicated ground attack aircrafl had been built. The resultant compromise was to 

convert the now largely redundant squadrons of fighters, no longer required to defend 

Britain fiom German bomber formations into a tactical air force assigned to support 

land operations on the continent. 

The Second Tactical Air Force grew to include four groups. The one most 

important to the British Second Army was the one eventually paired with it, 83 

Composite Group. As the name suggested the complement of aircrafk in the group 

was mixed and although it changed periodically it was basically equipped with 10 

Typhoon squadrons, 12 Spitfire Squadrons and 6 Mustang squadrons, ail hi& 

performance fighters.' The problem facing the RAF was to support the army with the 

equipment at hand but neither the design of the aireraft nor the training of the pilots 

was appropriate to operate in this environment. In the year between 83 Group's 

creation and the commencement of operations in Normandy this tùndarnental problem 
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had to be overcome. In fact, it couldn't. What did occur however, and has to this day 

remained largely obscure4 was nonetheless the provision of air support that aided 

materially in the overdl defeat of the German amy in Normandy but not in a way the 

army desired or even recognked. 

D-Day, June 6, 1944 marked the beginning of the Normandy campaign and the 

start ofa long and often bitter debate on tactical air power in the theatre that to this 

day remains controversial and misunderstood. It is now largeiy accepted that the 'Day 

of the Typhoon' and its tank killing prowess was more myth than reality but that 

Typhoons were still effective in assisting ground operations through what has been 

tenned the 'morale ef5ect. ' 

Much has been made in the historiography about the morale effect. Aimost every 

writer on the subject has concluded that attacking aircraft created fear to some degree 

in enemy troops that reduced their ability to fight. But what is morale effect and does 

it accomplish what so many have attributed to it? A report of the British Informai Fire 

Effect Cornmittee in March 1944 examineci this very issue and attempted to better 

define the concept of fear and its relationship to weapons and their use on the 

battlefield.' The report noted that : 

With increased experience of a weapon, two parallel processes are occumng:- 
1) 'Habituation" - the loss of mord effect which cornes from knowing what 

to expect 
2) "Sensitization" - the increase of moral effect which cornes from the 

building up of respect and fear as the result of previous bitter experience.' 

The following examples of each reaction illustrate how two identical attacks by aircraft 

could be met by two entirely opposite responses: 



Like we were taught, 1 took up my weapon, loaded it, and began to track the 
daring fighters' fIight 1-1 in came the fu-st, engines howling, at great speed - 
"Brrt, drrt, brrt" - the cone of £ire detonated on the road, a low level stranng! 
1 took aim, just like in the training manuals, and - "brtschsch" - the burst is 
away. Meanwhile all around, the others have opened 6re on the fighter.* 

Stumuaann Helmuth Pock 12' SS Hitler Youth Division 

Unless a man has been through these fighter-bomber attacks he cannot know 
what the invasion meant. You lie there, helpless, in a roadside ditch, in a 
furrow on a field, or under a hedge, pressed into the ground, your face in the 
dirt - and there it contes toward you, roaring. There it is. Diving at you. Now 
you hear the whine of the bullets. Now you are for it? 

Hauptmann Alexander Hartdegen, Panzer Lehr Division 

While the Cornmittee posited the possible reactions to weapons they could not indicate 

which result would occur or at what frequency. From data gathered in other theatres 

of war, it was clear that a multitude of variables played a part in whether soldiers and 

units withaood attacks or ran from them. What the Committee was hoping to 

discover was why various weapons were feared and to what degree. Three reasons 

were given that, again, could address the issue of the morale effect of weapons on 

soldiers oniy in very general tenns: 

a) Rational reasons - directly related to the fear of death or injury. 
b) "Rationalizations" - Le. Reasons which sound rational, but which are based 

on assumptions which, whether the subject realizes it or not, are false, and 
ascribe to the weapon properties which it does not posses. 

C) Imational reasons - Le. factors springing from the deeper instinctive levels 
of the rnind, and not particulariy related to the objective " f a c t ~ " . ~  

Whatever the reasons for a soldier7s reaction to a weapon, POW reports indicated that 

the strongest reaction was to cannon and machine gun fire. 



attacks by M.G. and cannon-fire have the most detrimental effect on Geman 
morale, since the ground strafing fighter appears to be aiming directly at the 
individual. P/W class M.G. and cannon fire as the most feared form of aîtack, 
therefore, and follow this by R-P. attack, low level bombing and high level 
bombing in descendhg order of merit.? 

This no doubt came as some surprise to allied plamers, who had been apprised of the 

great morale effect rockets were supposed to have on enemy troops. The report also 

indicated that the "psychological effect of R. P. 's is stated to have been adversely 

affected by the fact that there has regularly been quite a high proportion ofduds.'" 

Clearly, this was a sign of habituation to a weapon considered the best and fiercest the 

tactical air forces employed. It is also wonh noting that the Stuka, the infamous 

'terror bomber', was equipped with sirens intended to add to the fear and confusion of 

troops being attacked by its unholy wailing but the Typhoon was never similarly 

modified. The reason is clear. The rocket equipped Typhoon was not envisioned as a 

'terrer bomber' but a dual purpose fighter-bomber primarily tasked with the 

destruction of armoured vehicles. Post war accounts and rationaies that have since 

claimeci otherwise are in fact rationalizations in reaction to empirical data that has 

shown the Typhoon's ability to destroy arrnoured vehicles was poor indeed. 

Another report on the subject, this one wrinen a full five years after the end of the 

war reinforced the earlier findings that no clear assessrnent of the morde effect created 

by attacking aircraft was possible. 

Attacks by fighters and fighter bombers were not usualiy immediately followed 
by the occupation of the enemy position and the taking of prisoners. Because 
of the time lag normally existing between experience of nich attacks and 
capture, POW interrogation reports contain no worthwhile evidence of the 
morale effect of these attack~.~ 



This conclusion raises two important points. The first is that even if there was a 

morale effect there woutd also be sufficient time to recover fiom it because the attacks 

usuaily occurred Far behind the iines. Secondy, as the POW reports were viewed with 

skepticism, both the positive and negative accounts above were therefore suspect. 

One might presume that the SS soldier's account would naturdy be one of unflinching 

bravery while the m y  officer's version a reflection of his position as General 

Bayerlein's orderly officer and therefore inculcated with the army 'tmth7 that the lack 

of Luftwaffe protection was the cause of their defeat. Whether tmtffil or given with 

a specific agenda, each account demonstrates the dangers of drawing specific 

conclusions. However, the fact that the Geman army was able to fight a long and 

bitter campaign in N o m d y  in the face of such attacks would seem to suggest that 

whatever morale effect air attack evoked, it was insufficient to senously hinder the 

German soldier's ability to fight when the time came. As one historian has noted, "it 

made relatively little dEerence to the advancing Allied troops if Geman machine- 

gunners were unhappy while f i ~ g  their ~ e a ~ o n s . " ' ~  His conclusion that in the 

Normandy campaign Gennan units rarely broke and ran "happened too rarely to be 

taken as a senous factor in the Allied victo~" seems quite reas~nable.'~ 

Despite such reports the overwhelrning popular opinion of rocket firing Typhoons 

was and remains t hat of feanorne tank killer. In the Guns of Normandy George 

Blackburn remembered that: 



The planes corne in at &II throttle without waming, four hundred miles an 
hour, and sometimes you miss seeing the one dive. But the moment he 
releases his rockets, everybody across the entire eont is aware that the T i e s  
are operating. it must d e  the Gman's blood run cold, for even back here 
at the guns7 three miles fkom the targets being attacked, the monstrous swoosh 
of the rockets ripping the air on their way down to the ground fiom the 
straining, diving planes can cause anxiety. Even after days of hearing them, the 
skin on the back of your neck tenses up whenever you hear the awesome scu- 
roo-ching of the rockets descenduig. You never fail to watch, for each pilot 
puts on a tmly magniticent display of courage that is silently applauded by 
thousands of other watching Mied soldiers. l2 

In fa* what Blackburn is describing is the other side of morale effect, the positive one 

conferred on Allied troops who were able to witness such attacks at close quarters. If 

such displays encouraged many Allied soldiers in the attack then it seems equally 

undeniable that when faced with the unhappy but still effective Gerrnan machine 

gunner what encouragement they might have received evaporated as they came up 

against opposition not eliminated From the air. 

While this effect has not and will probably never be adequately quantified, there is 

no question that the constant threat and experience of air attack by fighters and 

fighter-bombers had sorne impact on Gerrnan morale. The current debate on air 

support in Normandy has now shifted to this issue. While usefil, the fact is that 

ground attack or direct/close air support and whatever subsequent morde effect it may 

have produced was not the focus of 83 Group and indeed their day by day operations 

prove this. The prirnary role of 83 Group in providing air support to British 2* Army 

was in the maintenance of air superiority over the banlefield so that the ground forces 

could conduct operations relatively unhindered by the Luftwaffe. That this was so is 

reflected in 83 Group's division of sorties. l3 Approximately half of ail missions flown 



dunng the carnpaign were concemed with defaw against enemy aircraft, not enemy 

ground forces. Actual ground attack missions deemed diredclose support that 

involved direct intervention on the field of banle accounted for only 20% of ail sorties 

flown. The bdk of the rernaining sorties were armed recomaissance missions that 

ranged far behind enemy lines, with the intent of interdicting supplies to the front and 

gathering information. Therefore what one s m  in the Nonnandy campaign is a mode 

of air support to the army that focused more on a protective screen than an offensive 

punch. This reflected the limitations of the pilots and air&, as well as their 

strengt hs. 

Effort expended on obtaining and maintaining Air ~ u ~ r e r n a e ~ ' ~  

I l Number of effective sorties flown by .II groups 
1 

Month Offensive Inter- Escort Total 85Group 83and84 
Patrols ception Group 

June 4,7 16 4,692 3,134 12,542 1,488 1 1,054 
Jul y 4,548 135 3,869 8,552 1,294 7,258 
Aupst 1 ,O3 5 3,009 2,75 1 6,795 916 5,879 I 

Totals 10,299 7,836 9,754 27,889 3,698 24,191 
(Table 4.1) 

Sorties by Aircraft of 2 TAF during the Normandy campaigd5 

visuai and 
tacticd recce 
and ASR 

*Refers to pre-arranged attacks against ground targets and immediate support/close 
support. (Table 4.2) 



Excluding the iïght and medium bombers and focusing just on the fighter aircraft one 

can see that for the first two months of the campaign over 50% of dl fighter sorties 

were air superiority missions in some form. When the month of August is included the 

total drops to 42%, still fa and away the single largest number of sorties flown by the 

fighters in the composite groups in 2 TAF. The actual percentage of missions termed 

direct or close air suppon was just 19% of the total effort expended. That bears 

repeaùng. Less than 20% of all fighter and fighterhomber sorties flown through the 

entirety of the Nonnandy campaign were of the specific type, direct/close support, that 

the army wanted. The remaining 80% foiiowed the doctrine argueci by the RAF, 

support through air supenonty, interdiction and intelligence gathenng. The 

importance of this finding cannot be understated. The debate waged over the 

effectiveness of the rocket Typhoons and their accuracy and resultant impact on the 

battlefield has focused entirely in the wrong area and on the wrong criteria. To 

understand what tacticai air power did in the campaign the data clearly requires that 

one determine what the majority of sorties were and what those sorties accomplished 

either by what they did, or what they prevented. It was the fighter, not the fighter- 

bomber, that supplieci the majonty of the support to the ground forces. 

Of the 403 enemy aircrafi claimed destroyed by pilots in 83 Group during the entire 

Normandy campaign, not one was shot d o m  by a Typh~on.'~ Despite being trained 

as fighter pilots first and foremost, despite being equipped with single engine fighter 

aircrafl and despite operations in a hostile environment for three months the Typhoons 

of 83 Group claimed no air-to-air kills at aii. Spitfire and Mustang squadrons, often 

flying nght dong side them, did al1 the darnage to the Luftwaffe. l7 Coupled with the 
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other evidence already presented it seems clear that the duaiity of the fighter-bomber is 

a myth, there were fighters and there were bombas but rarely, if ever, were they one 

and the same airaaft. Such evidence highlights the question of why a dedicated 

ground attack aircraft was never produceci. In retrospect it a p p m  that the Typhoon 

could have been modified with the addition of heavy amour plating to increase its 

survivability and a bombhocket sight to improve accuracy, especially since it was oRen 

escorted by Spitfires and Mustangs when undertaking ground attacks. That this 

wasn7t done is a reflection, in part, of RAF doctrine and reluctance to become too 

closely tied to the battlefield. 

The examination of results by squadron also indicates the actual effort expended by 

the various aircraf€ types in the fighter and fighter-bomber role. Despite the efforts to 

equip Spitfires with bombs in the month of August 1944, 12 squadrons dropped just 

747 bombs compared with the 3,4 15 dropped by the 3 Typhoon squadrons and the 

1,909 dropped by 3 Mustang squadrons. " 

The data does support the contention put forth in this paper that the duality of the 

fighter-bomber was never fully reaiized if indeed it was feasible in the first place. 

Clearly the Spitfire dropped very few bombs, fied no rockets yet clairned the highest 

number of enemy transport destroyed of any a i r c d  in 83 Group. Even taking into 

account the strong likelihood of inflated claims it seems apparent that it was the canon 

and machine gun of the Spitfire that proved the most effective in ground attack, in 

other words strafing. As has been s h o w  the wing mounted canon and machine gun 

in the single engine fighter were the mon accurate weapon system on the aircraft and 

the ody weapon the aircrafl had initiaiiy been designed to carry. The addition of 



rockets and bombs was done post production and a dedicated sight for either weapon 

was not available during the campaign. 

An examination of fighter-bomber results against specific targets was quite 

revealing in what darnage they were able to Uiflict. 

Attacks by fighters and fighter bombers on Gun Positions, EQs etc. which were 
ehecked by ground observers afterwards19 

(Table 4.3) 

No. of 
Sorties 

24 

-- 

No. of 
rockets 
fired 

Bombs 
Dropped 

34 x 5001b 
10 x 1001b 

No. of 
Sorties 

Gun 
Positions 

1 1 casualties 20 1 24+ casualties 1 x3.7 
gun and 2x88mm 
guns des. A m .  
Blown up. Houses 
des. on 7 occasions. 
1 Range finder dam. 
Wood set on fire 
30 casualties 
4 HQs dest. 
Houses dest. on 3 
occasions 
6 casuakies 
13 houses dea. 
Houses dest. and 
dam. on 2 occasions. 

86 +casualties 168 
12 HQs dam. 
or gutted 
4lhouses dest. 
4 houses dest. 57 
1 x 88mm and 
I x lO5mm 
dam. 1 x 
1 OSmm dest. 
i half track 68 
dest. 3 houses 
dest , 

Strong 
points 

Misc. 
Target s 

1 casualty 
1 dump guned 
Buildings dam. 

It was dryly observed "that although the material destruction caused by fighter and 

fighter-bomber attacks was not very great, it was as great as could be e ~ ~ e c t e d . " ~ ~  

And herein lies the root of the problem that has surrounded the debate of the 

effectiveness of tactical air power in the Normandy campaign. Historians who have 
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focused so intentiy on whether Typhoons wuld hit tanks with rockets and, if not, at 

least demoralize the crew inside, have in essence been arguing the army side of the 

debate. The importance of tactical air power was not in diredclose support but in 

defensive support. Focusing exclusively on direct/close support problems ignores the 

real and substantial contribution tacticai air power brought to the battlefield and 

ensures the debate stays mired in controversy. Looking at the carnpaign in total it 

mattered little how many tanks and arong points fighter-bombers destroyed but rather 

how effective they were in keeping the Luftwaffe away from the ground forces, 

denying the enemy movement of vehicles in daylight and lirniting German mobility by 

attacks on al1 f o m  of transportation. There is no doubt that 83 Group successfully 

carried out the tasks it was trained and equipped to accomplish. 
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Appendix A 
No. 83 (Composite) Group, 2' TAF 

AUocatioo of Squadrons and Airfield Beadquarters 
to Wings after Disbandment of No. 16 Wiag (4 April, 1944) 

Airfield HQ 129 
RCAF 

Airfield HQ 126 
RCAF 

Fighter Wig 17 RCAF Airfield HQ 127 
RC AF 

Airfield HQ 144 
RCAF 

Fighter Wing 22 RCAF Airfield HQ 124 

Airfield HQ 143 
RCAF 

39 Recce Wing RCAF Airfield HQ 128 
RCAF 

19 Mustang HI 
65 Mustang III 
122 Mustang 111 

132 Spidire IX 
602 Spitfire IX 
433 Spitfire IX 

13 7* Typhoon IB 
184 Typhoon iB 

40 1 Spittire IX 
4 1 1 Spitfire IX 
4 12 Spitfire IX 

403 Spitfire IX 
4 16 Spitfire IX 
42 1 Spitfire iX 

44 1 Spiffire [X 
442 Spitfire IX 
443 Spitfire IX 

174 Typhoon IB 
175 Typhoon IB 
245 Typhoon IB 

18 1 Typhoon IB 
182 Typhoon IB 
247 Typhoon IB 

438 Typhoon IB 
439 Typhoon IB 
440 Typhoon [B 

400 (PR) Spitfire PRXI/Mos. PEUXB(VI 
168 Mustang 1 
4 14 Mustang 1 
430 Mustang I 

* 137 Squadron to be transferred from ADGB to 2d TAF later under AEAF instructions. 
(Chart refers only to fighter and fighter-bomber aircraft) 
AIR 371 102 1 70975 No. 83 (Composite) Group, 2d TAF Organization Chart, April 1944. 



Summary of 83 Group Operations Claims by Aircraît Type in the Normandy Campaign June - August 1944 

3 Mustang; III Sauadrons 
Tanks MET Enemy Aircraît Losses 

Month Sorties Bombs .&P. Des. Dam. Des, Dam. Des. Pro b. Dam. Aircraft Pilots 
June 1,344 1,692 O 0 1 O 92 1 63 36 1 O 1 17 15 1 15 ' 

August 8,483 747 O O 22 1,826 3,288 39 3 17 52 34 

10 T v ~ h o o n  1B Sauadrons RP and Bomb 

(CMW 8311 513 83 Group Intelligence Summaries) 



Summary of 83 Group Operations Claims by Aircraft Type in the Normandy Campaign June - August 1944 

Grand Totals for ail 83 Group Squadrons 

(IMW 83/15/3 83 Group Intelligence Summaries) 

Tanks MIET Enemv Aircraft 
Month Sorties Bombs 1 RP. . Da. Dam. Dm. Dam, Dea, 

I 

June 13614 4071 11830 18 17 552 468 143 '/2 
JU~Y 17643 2487 19349 49 97 516 936 197 
August 19012 7295 25181 268 344 3347 5329 63 
Totals 50269 13853 56360 335 458 4415 6733 403 ?h 

bssm 
Aircnft 

1 07 
110 
140 
357 

Pilots 
78 
92 

1 04 
274 

Prob, . 

9 
13 
6 

28 

Dam. 
69 

123 
3s 

227 



Appendix C 

German Anti-Aircraft Guns 

Anti Aircraft Rate of Fire Max Range Mu~rk 
Artüle y ( ~ m )  (in metm) (in 

2cm Flak 30 280 1 120 4800 1 2200 830 
2cm Flak 38 480 220 4800 2200 830 
k m  Flak Vierl mg 38 1 800 800 4800 2200 830 
3.7cm Flak 18 160 80 6500 3500 770 
3.7cm Fiak 36 37 160 120 6500 3500 770 
3.7cm Flak 43 180 1 6500 1 3500 1 770 

I 

8.8cm Flak 18 1 - 1 15-20 1 14680 1 10600 1 795 
8.8cm Flak 36 37 1 1 15-20714680 1 10600 1 795 
8.8cm Fiak 41 1 - 1 20 - 25 1 20000 1 12350 1 980 

(German Army Handbook 1939 - 1945 by WJK Davies Arco Publishing New York 
1973 p 115.) 



GUN ARMAMENT OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF AlRCRAFT USED iN 83 GROUP, 2m T.A.F. 

Gun Armamcnt Total Number of Rounds of Plpportions of Ammunition 

('Aircrafi Armament Equipment of 21 Tactical Air Force Review of Performance in N.W. Europe from June 1944 - May 1945' Appendix G.  
AIR 37/838 168909) 
Note: Al1 guns installed in the above listed aircraft are fixed finng forward and are mounted intemally in the wings. 
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